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-police beat
Thursday, Sept. 28
1:31 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported two male students
trying to get into a female room.
The male suspects were identified and said they were pulling a
prank on a female. The officer
took a report.
4:38 a.m. A caller from Clark
College reported a subject was
hit by an object in front of the
college. The officers took a
report.
3:11 p.m. A caller from the new
Clark College construction area
reported a verbal dispute
between three subjects. An offi·
cer spoke with the subjects who
said they were not arguing.
6:22 p .m. A caller from Clark
College requested Emergency
Medical Services for a student
who was experiencing stomach
problems. EMS transported the
student.
Jonathan Burris/The News

Jessica Moore, junior from Dexter, Mo., Eli Hooten, junior from Bruceton, Tenn.. Stephanie Galla,
junior fromGlen Ellyn, Ill. and Heather Ferguson, junior from Murray, participate In a team building
activity in the Ouad Tuesday with members of the Honors Program.

Student presents paper
at research conference

Health Services requests
student help with survey

Ebone' Hatcher, senior from Memphis,
Tenn., will present a paper at the annual
biomedical research conference for
minority students Nov. 8-11 in Anaheim,
Calif.
Hatcher, mcntored by professor of
psychology Paula Waddell, will present
research on the motivation of black middie school students to excel in acac.lc·
mics.

Health Services is requesting respondents to an anonymous online tobacco
survey that will assist efforts to meet
programming and funding needs.
Each question is voluntary and the survey takes about 15 minutes to complete. It
is available from Health Services' campus Web site, campus.murraystate.edu/
health/tobaccosurvey06/tobaccosurveycf.cfm.

North Farm Center hosts
recycling drive Saturday

Free RacerCard updates
available through Friday

A recycling drive will be held Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon at the North Farm
Recycling Center on North 16th Street.
Accepted materials include aluminum,
plastics and cardboard, as well as white,
colored, magazine, news and junk-mail
paper types.
For more information. e-mail the student
recycling
coordinator
at
stephanie.galla@murraystate.edu.

Students interested in updating their
RaccrCard may do so free on the first
floor of the Currls Center Monday
through Friday. This is only for updates
and a valid RacerCard must be turned in.

The staff of the Murray State News. compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like to
submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 809-4468.

Friday,Sept.29
11:24 a.m. A caller from the Curris Center reported a subject
passed out in the Thorough bred
Room. Emergency Medical Services were notified. The subject
was checked by EMS, but refused
transpo rtation. A report was
taken.
4:40 p .m. A caller from Alexander Hall reported a suspicious
person taking pictures of the
build ing. The subject was gone
upon officer arrival.
6:36 a.m. Two juveniles were
playing with the buttons for the
gate at 15th and Olive streets. An
officer spoke w ith both individuals an d advised them not to play
on the gate.

Saturday, Sept. 30
10:14 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Science building reported a
rotten smell on the fourth floor. A
contact from the chemistry
department advised the department had cleaned out a refrigerator with chemicals. which caused
smell.
5:08 p.m. Public Safety received

a call from a parent advising to be
on the look out for a student who
has not come home yet from
Murray State. The student contacted home at 5:12 p.m.
9:15 p.m. Two students were
locked in the Waterfield Library.
The building coordinator was
notified.

Sunday, Oct. 1
2:36 p.m. A caller from Franklin
.College reported a squirrel in the
college's study lounge on the
fourth floor. Central Plant was
notified.
10:45 a.m. A caller in the White
College parking lot reported keys
were locked in car. The vehicle
could not be opened because it
had side air bags. Caller will have
parents bring an extr a set of keys.
10:23 p.m. The Hester College
elevator was stuck on the seventh
floor with a person inside. Central Plant was advised. The Murray Fire Department was ad vised
upon officer request. The fire
department released the person.
A report was taken.

Monday, Oct. 2
8:18 a.m. A caller from Facilities
Management requested an officer
take a report of theft. A report
was taken for theft by unlawful
taking over $300.
11:40 p .m. A fire alarm was activated in Regents College. The
Murray Fire Department, Facilities Management, Kentucky Fire
Marshall and Murray State EHS
were notified. The alarm was
caused by dust being stirred up in
the mechanical ro<lm. There was
no smoke or fire. A report was
taken.
6:33 p.m. A faculty member
requested an officer check the
kitchen area in Applied Science.
She may have left something on
the stove. The officer checked all
stoves in the area. No stoves
were on.
7:51 p .m. A caller reported her
grandchild did not come home
from school. Her grandchild is a
student in the Murray School sys-

tern. Officers were advised. The
student was found at the emergency room. The Murray Police
Department sent an officer.
9:02 p.m. An Elizabeth College
resident adviser requested Emergency Medical Services after a
subject ran in college and said
they needed Emergency Medical
Services at the intramural field.
EMS was advised. Two students
were playing football and hit
head-to-head. Both students were
transported. A report was taken.

Tuesday, Oct. 3
9:14a.m. An officer responded to

a caller whose vehicle was out of
gas. A friend of the vehicle owner
went to get gas.
10:08 a.m. A student reported a
wallet stolen from Franklin College. A report was taken for theft
by unlawful taking under $300.
11:38 a.m. Public Safety reported
the parking lot on the corner of
Hamiliton and Kentucky streets
that was formerly a blue zone is
now red and blue zone parking.
Commuters can now park in the
lot.
3:48 p.m. An officer assisted a
motorist on North 13th Street.
The wheel was alm ost off the
vehicle. The Mur ray Police
Department was notified.
4:18 p.m. A student reported a
camera was missing from room in
Clark College. A burglary report
was take n.
7:44 p.m. A faculty member
locked their keys in their office.
The door was opened by Racer
Patrol.

Motorist assists - 4
Racer escorts - 3
Arrests- 2

The staff of the Murray State
News compiles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext . 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p .m.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

"Just "a social s1noker?
Before you light up, consider this ...
Facts about social smoking Sometimes it's okay to be a quitter!
(And there are plenty of reasons.)
There is no snfe amount o{ tobacco use. Tobacco uSe exposes you
to cancer-causing agents. There
are no health benefits of tobacco
use.
Tobacco use can lead to addiction.
People don' t intend to become
addicted, but it sneaks up on them
and it happens all too often.
Exposure to cigarette smoke is
dangerous. Secondhand smoke
is a Class A carcinogen and
exposes you to cancer causing
agents.

How much is tobacco costing
you?
Are side effects like stained
hands and teeth, as well as
breathing problems worth it to
you?

Space Reservation, Monday at Noon.
Copy Deadline, Tuesday at Noon.

Are you willing to risk life-long
addiction?
Thinking about quitting is the
first step to making a change

270-809-4478
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From Pagel

From Pagel

being able to set another meeting shortly after that
The next Board meeting will be held after the
dence director, said she met Bowman
date."
October hearing.
while they were co-advisers of the RCC.
Some Regents disagree with Buchanon on the
Jeff Taylor could not be reached for comment.
She said he was a friendly person who
postponement. Vickie Travis is among them.
CaJls to University attorney John Rail were not
loved working with students.
"I regret that the meeting was canceled because
returned by press time.
"He was a really good adviser, but he
we had important business to discuss and act on,"
Emily Wuchner can be reached at emily.wuchner
really just genuinely cared about stu@murraystate.edu.
Travis said.
dents," Cross said. "If he asked you how
your day was, he really wanted to know."
Bowman began teaching agriculture
business at Murray State in 1995,
Amy McKinney, administrative assistant in the department of Agriculture,
said Bowman had a good sense of humor
contributors.
and present members of the Resi·
Heather Stroupe, senior from
and was an avid professional sports fan.
Everyone from those who began
dential College Association has
Radcliff, Ky., said residential col"He was a very student oriented faculbeen planning the banquet for sev·
investigating and organizing the
leges enable students to intermin·
ty member," McKinney said. "He definiteeral
months and also arranged for
residential
colleges
to
those
who
gle with students from other
ly enjoyed life to its fullest."
the residential colleges to have
grades, majors and backgrounds
are current residential college
Bowman received the Board of Regents
individual tents during Tent City
council officers are invited to celwhile building an environment in
teaching award for the school of agricul' ebratc the anniversary, Higginson
before the Homecoming game
which students can thrive.
ture.
Said Stroupe: "I look at the 10said.
Oct.l4.
He was also the co-founder and co-ediTwo hundred people are
Higginson said she hopes the
year anniversary as a mark in Murtor of the Chrysalis, the Murray State
alumni that attend homecoming
expected to attend.
ray State history as a successful
journal of research.
will visit their old residential col·
"It's
a
celebration
of
the
past,
attempt at doing something most
Visitation and memorial services for
lege tent.
present and future of residential
universities don't even try."
Bowman were held Wednesday.
colleges," Higginson said.
The anniversary is also signifi·
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
A committee composed of past
cant to current students.
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.

inviting, and occasionally had barbecues
at his home.
Naes' 20th birthday fell on a day Bowman was hosting a barbecue.
Bowman and his wife bought Naes a
birthday cake.
"When he decided to step down as college head, I know it was a really hard
decision for him to make," Naes said. "He
was just really dedicated to his job and to
his students especially."
Brittany Leslie, Franklin College residence director. said Bowman played on
Franklin's intramural softball team.
The members of the team learned of his
death before the game Sunday.
Team members now wear black bands
made of electrical tape on their right
wrists as a symbol of the loss.
Leslie said Bowman participated in
"House Calls" Scpt.26, a program in
which RAs and faculty stopped by residents' rooms to get acquainted and
answer questions.
"He always had a good story or joke,"
Leslie said.
Lesley Cross. Springer College rcsi·
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Drew Banard
MSU Student's Black Belt Graduation

Open 7 days a week
10:30 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Monday
Monday Night Football & Beer Specials

Wednesday
Texas Hold'em 6 p.m.

Thursday
OJ

Sunday
2 p.m. Pool Tournament
6 p.m. Texas Hold' em

October 1 3th & 14th
Bordertown Band & Gunter T

OCTOBER 12TH

WALDO W EATHERS.

L

Ofrtlwy. 641 S. Puryear, TN

Front Row (left to right) Master Tung Dinh,
Ms. Leah Hall, and Ms. Rachel Wooten
Back Row (left to right) Ms. Maggie Hatcher,
Mr. lan Holmes, Mr. Terry Pinkston, Ms.
Drew Barnard, and Ms. Sarah Wooten

(731) 247-5794

AND THE Mix
OCTOBER

19TH

JOHN SUTTON
Oprn

BAND

\lunda~

· Saturda~ • II a.m. · midnitdll
llap p~· , p.m.· 6 p.m. dail~

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN S PECIALS
D ELI SANDWlCHES • B B Q • S OUPS

Join Us Sunday Mornings!
Relax, Feel Free to Laugh
Plu<i, uarn about God's J Vord!
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
CHURCH Of GOO
15th and Sycamore, Murray
Allen \Vaid
l 0 a.m. Sunday Mornings
PaJfor
For Bible Study and Fellowship
293-7790
Childrm's Class also at I 0 a.m.
www. americascog .org

B EST SALADS I N T OWN
B URGERS

& FRIES

• GREAT D ESSERTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 4 PM
CURRIS4CENTER, OHIO ROOM

LUNCH SPECIALS

NON-S MOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE R OOMS FOR

for more information visit www.peaoecorps.gov

M EETINGS/P ARTIES
l mkr 21 "dronu.· in dinin:,! room l'\rtpt lhuP. da ~

9 p.m. - "idniJ,!hl

Cornt·r of IOth &. An:adia • 759-~~66

•
•
•
•

• Tanning w/ faciala
• Full body/ facial wax
• Acrylic Nails
• Haircuts S 12

90 Minutes for $10 • No membership required!
Tan in the bed of your choice
including our 36 bulb bronzing bulbs

753-8477 • 901 Coldwater Rd.

Manicures/ Pedicures
Shampoo, Cut & Style $22
Colors $40 and up
Highlights (foil and cap)
$35 and up

(special $10 novv until Sept. 30)

MSU Student 10 Discount
Next to August Moon • Walk·ins Welcome
Or Call 767·0000 for Appointments
Hours:
Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

1550 lowes Drive Suite A
767·0000

.

;·?;~~-: . -~~i
would like to wish everyone a fun and safe ..~- ~ii{f:!._::_:·;.
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Opinion Editor. Rockelle Gray
Phone: 809-4468
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New appointment,
statute violation
could cause legal action
against Murray State

..

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.

"I've never heard of them."
Nathan Hinton • R#ussellville, Ky.
freshman

"They determine things like (the) budget.
tuition, class structure, salaries and
things of that nature."

Marshall Welch • Murray
senior
1

"Executive arm of Kentucky Governor in
executing his educational directive for
postsecondary education."
Jarrod Augustino • Greenville, Ky.
senior

"I have never heard of the Board of
Regents."
Amy House • Paducah, Ky.
freshman
Jeff Slinker/The New'

I

The "roundtable" of Murray State delayed its Sept.
29 meeting and did not announce when the meeting
would be rescheduled.
Board of Regents Chairwoman Marilyn Buchanon
sent a campus-wide e-mail to announce the cancellation.
During this meeting, Judge Jeff Taylor would have
been sworn in to replace Don Sparks, who left his
position in June.
But aside from the business on the docket, there is
another problem with canceling the meeting - it's
illegal.
Unlike other University meetings. Kentucky has
statutes that outline when a University's Board of
Regents must meet and when an appointment must
be made.
According to Kentucky Revised Statue 164.340, "the
governing board shall meet quarterly at the institution or at such other place as it is agreed upon."
The Board of Regents usually meets in February,
May or June (depending on the announcement of the
budget), September and December.
Along with this postponement, another statute has
been violated by the Board.
According to KRS 164.330, "each board of regents
shall hold its first meeting within 30 days after each
appointment of new members."
Judge Jeff Taylor was appointed Sept. 2 by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher, but controversy surrounding Taylor's
appoint~ent contributed to the meeting's cancellation.

Prior to Taylor's nomination, three of the Board's
initial nominees filed a complaint against Fletcher
and the University because Fletcher did not select
one of the three, as is mandated in Kentucky statutes.
According to Buchanon's e-mail,"... the board
would be unfairly placed in a position of determining
which one of several capable alumni should participate in the meeting. We cannot afford to alienate our
good alumni"
But is the Board delaying its meeting because the
court does not accept or agree with the Governor's
nominee?
It doesn't matter what alumni, Murray residents or
politicians think about the governor's appointment.
It is the governor's decision.
If the governor made an illegal action by appointing
Taylor, then a Kentucky court should deal with that
matter.
The Board of Regents shouldn't make that decision
by canceling a meeting.
While the Board of Regents is Murray State's ruling
body, it is not a judicial system.
If Taylor had been sworn in Sept. 29 and a Kentucky court said his appointment was illegal, then it
would have the jurisdiction to cancel Taylor's membership.
"To hold a meeting now may well call into question
decisions we would make in the meeting and
undoubtedly will result in undue negatively publicity
that the University should avoid if possible,"
Buchanon said in the e-maiL
By canceling the meeting, it may not only receive
negative publicity for the University. It could also
face another lawsuit.
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2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175
www.thenews.Or<J

the news editorial board

Write to us

Elizabeth cawein

Tommy Dillard

Editor in Chief • 809-3937

Sports Editor • 809·4481

Emily Wuchner

Brent Bauscher

News Editor • 809-4468

Advertising Manager • 809·4478

Rockelle Gray

Jonathan Burris

Opinion Editor • 809-4468

Photography Editor 809-4468

casey Northcutt

Joe Hed9es

College Life Editor • 809·4468

Adviser · 809·2998

Till' Murray Slate News welcomes commentaries and letters to the edilor.letters should be 300 words or
less. Contributors should include phone numbers!Of verification. Please include hometown. dassifteatloo. title
or relaltonship to the Untversllv. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words The Murray Stale News
reserves the rlqht to edit for style, length and coritent. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each
week via e-mail or thenews.oro.
T~ Murray State ~felt> strtvH to be the UIIIVerslty (C11111111nity's source for information. 0.. QOalts to prtsent that lnlor·
mation in alair and unbiased manner and prO'ride a fret and open forum lor expression ITld debate.
TheMurray State Hew~ 1s a desiQnated public lorurn Student editors h4ve authority to m.lk! all conttnt decisions Without
censorship or ad~~nce aPOrovaL The paper olfm a hands-on leamJOQ tnvironiTM!nt lor students interested In journalism_Till>
t ampus press should bt !ree from censorship and advance approval of copy and rts ed1tors should denlop their editorial and
neil$ policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edited by students and Is an official publkatlon or Nurrl)' State UntYerslty. The
first copy 1s free_Add•llorl<lf copies are ava,table for ZS cents at ttl Wtfson Hall.
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•~what if~ Former .athlete disrespected
You didn't at football game by director
RockeUc Gra

•

'sweat
the small stuff'
or the big stuff?
My favorite book of all time is "Don't
Sweat the Small Stuff" by Richard Carlson.
This book has saved me countless times.
I use it before I take a test and usually on
Wednesdays when I need to be reminded
that this newspaper
will be published on
Friday, and everything
in this section will fall
into place.
My stress this week
is at a maximum
because the paper hits
stands Thursday and
therefore the work
The News would usually do in three days is
done in only two.
At this time, I fmd
L..------.""' that Murray State's
one-day Fall Break is what keeps me positive - that and my birthday is Sunday.
But, I received some extra inspiration
Monday night at Take Back the Night.
I have received positive feedback on my
"What if" column of two weeks ago, in
which I discussed my sexual assault.
While there is nothing you can do to
forget the big stuff that defines you, there
is a way to grow from the aU the experiences of your life.
If you have ever met me, you know that
· I am a very confident person.
This is because I refuse to "sweat the
small stuff' - and the big stuff.
I refuse to let negativity into my world
because it can do nothing but hurt me.
I refuse to be anxious because of a test.
It doesn't help me get a better grade. After
I'm finished taking a test, I forget about it
because one test is not what 1 am going to
remember when I think of my college
experiences.
I refuse to dwell on the big events in my
life because what happened doesn't matter. It's bow my life changed because of it.
After that column was published, I was
not worried about the reaction I would
receive from close friends who didn't
know.
I wanted just one person who bad been
affected by sexual assault to realize that
they have the power to overcome victimization.
As midterm approaches. it is important
for students to remember that tests are
tests and grades are merely numbers.
Don't spend your college experience
wrapped up in tests and papers.
There is much more to life than stressing out and worrying about things in the
past.
This is a concept that is hard for me to
grasp sometimes when I get into my selfreflective. introverted mood and want to
be depressed - but really, what does that
serve?
So, while I take my own advice, I would
encourage you not to "sweat the small
stuff' - or the big stuff.
Live your life without the stress, which
is constantly put on us by parents, teachers, friends, employers and significant
others.
Enjoy your life and try to put your bad
big stuff behind so you can enjoy the good
stuff in the future.

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News•

In My

Opinion

James

st. Lows
James St. Louis is a
forrn£r member
of the Murray State
Racer football
team.

I understand that there are several
exciting changes being made around Murray State's beautiful campus, and as a
proud alumnus, I could not be happier to
see the school grow and prosper.
This letter is intended to address a few
issues that several former athletes and I
have.
Last weekend. several former athletes,
including myself. traveled from all areas of
the country to attend a Murray State football game.
As a proud former athlete and alumnus,
I cannot express enough of my sincere disappointment in several individuals.
From the beginning of our experience to
the end, there are several complaints that I
would like to address.
As a former leader of the Murray State
football team, as well as a leader in the
college of business and public affairs. I
have always had high expectations of any
return to Murray.
However, upon arrival at the stadium,
we, alumnus, were never accepted with
open arms and were more or less turned
away from any return to a Murray State
football game.
I have a tremendous amount of respect
for Head Coach Matt Griffin and what he
has done for the football program, and
that is what makes this letter harder than
it should be.
Upon arrival at Roy Stewart Stadiwn,
where 1 spent four years of sweat and
hard work, I was greeted by a few
acquaintances who grace the Murray State
campus as employees.
They seemed pleasantly delighted to see
a few other football players including
myself.
Additionally, Athletics Director Allen
Ward also had the seemingly sincere
intention of greeting us.
However, upon very briefly greeting us,
he proceeded on his way to the opposite
end of the football field.
With every opportunity to kindly ask
me to proceed to the stands, he had a gentleman kindly ask me to leave the sidelines
that I once graced as a dominant leader
and the hardest working individual several
years ago.
I understand rules and regulations that
they set forth and respect them.

However, as Ward and I had a slowbuilding relationship, I would have appreciated the respect from him to inform me
of his concern and kindly inform me of the
new rules that have been set.
He showed my former teammates and I
very little respect.
I put my heart and soul into the football
team and I am extremely unhappy about
the way he treated my teammates and l.
This, in tum, caused in loss of respect
from toward him.
As former athletes continue to see treatment like this, they will continue to recognize Ward's practices toward them and in
tum have very similar feelings as mine.
I will make sure they are aware of this.
Respect to me as an individual was completely disregarded as he clearly feels that
he is above any recent graduate of Murray
State and especially any former athlete
that recently attended Murray State.
As I continue to excel in my career, this
will never be forgotten, but it could possibly be forgiven.
As several loyal fans witnessed these
events, they are astonished as to the lack
of respect that was shown to Murray
State's former athletes.
I had several fans apologize on behalf of
Ward because they saw my disappointment.
Additionally, I do want to inform you
that the support offormer athletes and
alumni was very minimal and has been
very minimal for several years.
I did not see any other former football
players supporting the Racers and that
saddens me.
This is greatly due to the lack of organization and the complete disregard for former athletes.
As we continue on our journey through
life, we will be very prosperous and will
have a hard time letting go of something
that we loved for so long.
Additionally, as constant disregard for
former athletes continues, you will notice
a growing negative impact on your athlet·
ic department.
As I continue on and do well for myself,
I have every intention on donating to
Murray State. However, my intentions are
now directed toward the Murray State college of business and public affairs.

As a former student with three degrees.
a double major in business administration
and economics and ftnance, and a top
master's of bachelor of arts .s tudent - one
would think that kinder treatment would
be due.
Additionally, as a former member of a
professional football team and now a chief
fmancial officer of a successful company.
one would think that fmer treatment
would be due in that sense, as well.
I have always received a tremendous
amount of respect from the Murray State
college of business and public affairs as
they have always been my No. 1 fan
throughout my career at Murray State and
I intend to reciprocate the relationship.
As Ward continues his career as Murray
State's athletic director, I want to let him
know that his former athletes will slowly
become the building blocks of a firm foun·
dation he will attempt to build.
With less than 10 former football play·
ers returning to a game and immensely
disappointed alumni, the building blocks
of our athletic department do not look
promising.
As I have learned in my short time of
running a fast-paced business, the true
importance in any organization is the
treatment of colleagues and former col·
leagues.
I have been lucky enough to participate
in growing business partnerships with
some very successful businessmen, such
as the owners of Outback Steakhouse, and
this is the first thing that they have taught
me.
Throughout my life, I have built rela·
tionships and have learned that the more
relationships one can attain, the more successful one can be.
I want to inform you that 1 have seen
my relationship with Ward literally diminish in a matter of minutes.
As you can see throughout this letter.
there is anger as well as sincere disappointment in our entire experience, and I
would like to see that changed.
I don't foresee these issues being
addressed immediately, even though they
should be.
The issues spoken about above are not
the only issues. but certainly address the
treatment of former athletes.

Gasoline prices fuel political coincidence
In My

Opinion

l

Heidi
Taylor
Heidi Taylor is a
senior English
major from
Central City, Ky.

Not to point fingers, but do you find it
kind of odd that gas prices started to fall
right about the time the 2006 election
season kicked into full swing?
Mind you, I'm not complaining about
the price of gas going down.
It means people can get where they're
going a whole lot cheaper and have a little with which to pay their bills, buy food
or do all those other necessary evils to
survive.
Yet, there's a problem. What you're
paying at the pump doesn't really help
you all that much.
When gas prices went up in the fall of
2005, so did the cost of shipping everything where it needed to go, meaning a
company bad to increase prices of its
products in order to make the same
amount of money.
If you're a company that gets your supplies from someone else, it means the
price has to go up a second (or third)
time in order to cover that cost.
For those of us outside the major metropolitan areas. it sucks.
Our paychecks aren't going to go up,

because chances are, our employers are
either fast-food or private businesses
that barely make ends meet or you're the
employer who can't afford to pay your
workers any more because you're trying
to keep your head above water.
When you're not making any more
money and prices go up at the grocery
for the things that you need, you're still
stretching your budget even further, no
matter what you're paying at the pump.
Even if the prices stay down, a company isn't going to cut prices. It's going to
want to keep that extra profit in its own
pockets. More money isn't a sin.
I take that back. lt sucks to be all of us.
We're all getting screwed, regardless of
our income.
Our economy is centered around automobiles, meaning that every tier of
American society is set up around buying
gas.
How many people live in the suburbs?
How far do you have to drive to work
and school from home every day? How
far does Wal·Mart have to ship the stuff
that people buy?

And, now, the gas prices drop.
I started with the intention of writing a
piece about the war in Iraq. but people
don't want to hear more about the war.
A good majority are worried about
themselves rather than those overseas
doing a job they shouldn't have been
asked to do in the first place.
A lot of people are busy trying to survive. So you have to hit home. The best
way to start change is to get people to
think about their pocketbooks.
By the way - the next time you meet
people in the armed forces. shake their
hand. Being a good American is not
about having a yellow ribbon magnet on
your car.
So in November, while you're standing
behind that curtain staring at all those
buttons, don't think about a temporary
change.
Think about it like those gas prices are
temporary or they hadn't changed at all.
Think about a permanent change that
might offer some solution to all of this
garbage that's gone on for the last six
years.
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RAs feel strain of job, academics
Alaina Zanin
Staff writer
Resident advisers are good
at jumping through hoops.
They plan educational programs. initiate community
building activities, answer
questions, enforce rules and
provide a safety net to residents on their floors, said
David Wilson, interim director of housing.
Not only are they expected
to be full-time RAs, a 24-hour
commitment, they are also
required to be full-time students, maintaining at least a
2.5 GPA, according to the RA
employment agreement.
Hillary Hulse, junior from
Murray, was an RA for one
semester,
but
resigned
because she said it took up
too much of her time and her
grades started to suffer.
"It was deflnitely over· ·
whelming," she said. "Trying
to balance family, being in the
dorm and other responsibilities like friends and sports

was just too hard. I even had
to drop a few classes that l
couldn't study for."
Savannah Bryant, senior
from Campbellsville, Ky., an
RA at Hart, said during some
weeks RAs put in time above
and beyond their monetary
compensation.
.But Bryant said being an
RA is worth the commitment.
"It is deflnitely worth it,"
she said. "I get a lot of job
experience. I'm an education
major. Also, the relationships
you build with residents are
amazing. It is so rewarding to
know that you helped someone. The good definitely outweighs the bad."
According to the RA
employment agreement, RAs
are expected to keep their job
their first priority.
They are not allowed to
hold another job or join a
Greek organization during
their first semester of
employment, and must ask
perm.Jsston
to
become
involved in any other outside
activity, including participa-

tion in an NCAA-sponsored
Additionally, RAs are
team.
expected to enforce campus
They are required to attend
rules ranging from quiet
a weeklong training session in
hours to the University's dry
the fall, where they learn
campus policy.
about legal liabilities, flre
David Wilson said RAs
safety, university polices,
deter rule breaking just by
desk procedures, community
their presence and do not
building, emergency procealways have to flU the polic~
dures and the Family Educaing role.
"Enforcing policies is not
tion Rights and Privacy Act,
according to the RA training
their foremost role," he said.
schedule.
"They are there to help stu·
Job responsibilities include
dents be successful and grada weekly one-on-one meeting
uate college."
with the residence director, a
Wilson said RAs fill a critical role in university life.
weekly meeting with the
entire staff, at least eight difA few years ago, the Board
ferent educational programs
of Regents entertained the
on topics like drug awareness
idea of removing the position
of RAs from the University,
and at least 10 hours of desk
work.
Wilson said.
"It just didn't work," he
In addition. two weekends a
said. "We need people who
month and one night a week
they are expected to be on
are trained to handle conflict
call for residents, Hillary
and safety issues in the resiHulse said.
dential colleges. That's what
Also, RAs are expected to
these young men and women
do and they do and excellent
decorate their floor with a
job."
monthly bulletin board, and at
Alaina Zanin can be reached at I
least four name tags for their
residents' doors, Hulse said.--alai
-·~na.zanin@murraystate.edu.~'

Evangelist files suit against University !
Staff Report
A Christian evangelist has filed a lawsuit
against Murray State for not allowing him
to speak on campus.
James Gilles, better known to students
as Bro. Jim, of Symsonia, Ky., is suing the
University for not allowing him to speak
in various areas of campus in October
2004.

The lawsuit lists Tim Miller, interim
president. Don Robertson, vice president
of Students Affairs and Jim Baurer, direc·
tor of the Curris Center, as defendants.
Through the Alliance Defense Fund,
Gilles flied suit against the University on
Sept. 29, 2006.
According to court documents, Gilles

said his right to freedom of speech and
freedom to exercise religion were denied.
Gilles, a traveling evangelist. believes
his duty is to share his message of hope
and salvation with college campuses
across the United States. Gilles visited
Murray State about six times since the
1980s.

According to Murray State's student
handbook - specifically its solicitation
clause -individuals who want to speak on
campus must be sponsored by a registered University department or organization.
• · "The court documents claim that some
students present for Gilles's speeches said
they wouJd sponsor him, but University
officials said an individual student could
not sponsor a speaker.

The court documents detail an incident
in which Gilles noticed the Gideons. a
religious organization, engaging in unrestricted expression on campus.
Gilles approached Baurer, who
informed Gilles that he sponsored the
Gideons and wouJd sponsor Gilles, but
only to hand out literature.
The lawsuit also states Gilles "was
offered the same opportunity as the
Gideons and rejected it."
Gilles contacted the school again but
was told the offer no longer stood.
Jim Baurer refused to comment. University Attorney John Rail could not be
reached for comment.
See next week's edition of The Murray
State News for extended coverage of the
lawsuit.

I

• AjudQe will decide later this month if the Governor's latest appointmeat to the Board of Regents
wasleQal.
• Acommittee will meet soon to discuss the detnolition of the old Boy Stout Museum. The Trio progo• will a in WOOds Hall after it is renovated.

• Breathitt Veterinary Center wiDapply for federal
funds. Acommittee 1111 discuss hiring lobbyists in
Fraakfort. Ky., and Washington, D.C•• to press Mur-

'•

11Y's interests.

• International Education Week will be Nov. 6·8.
• The E.W
. Dennison trial was moved to Jan. 8. A
judge decided there should be a mediation attempt
lletween both parties. Some Board of Rqents members want to settle, while others do not.
• Interim president, Time Miller, vice president for
student affairs, Don Robertson and director of the
Cllrris Center, Jim Saurer were served with a lawsuit
by J•s Gilles, who alleQedllis freedom of speech
was violated inOctober 2004. The Board of Regents
a not included in the lawsuit.
·The election to replace Jerry Strieter on tlte Board
of Regents will take place in Nov..,.. Candidates
may be assistant, associate or full professors.
• Jbere was asignificant debate over tR faty
llealth care plan and benefits.
• Interim President nm Miller announced Murray
state will apply for regional stewardship money.
The University is eligible for $200,000 per year, pro·
viding aplan is submitted, and between $300,000
11111 $400,000 per year for plans which benefit tile

Jetion.
• The Senates meeting was moved from Nov. 1to
let!II.
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Fraternity considers
plans for new home
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
are looking to revitalize their
stomping grounds at 16th and Main
streets.
The Pikes moved into the home
after their Stadium View Drive
lodge burned down during the summer of 2004, the victim of an electrical fire.
The fue department could do
nothing to salvage the house.
The Pikes' rebuilding process
seemed in conflict recently as the
University moved in next door,
building two new gate-like structures.
"I thought that the (the University) talked about selling the Pikes
that corner as a possibility," said
Robert McGaughey, Pike alumnus
and professor of journalism and
mass communications.
Jerry Harp, Pike president and
senior from Dover, Tenn., said that
although the brothers had considered expanding onto the neighboring property, it won't be necessary.
"It was an idea, an option to

R~cent

maybe buying the corner from (the
University) and build the house
there, but we don't really need it,"
Harp said.
Harp said the house at 16th and
Main streets is temporary.
"We'll probably tear this one
down and rebuild, but it depends on
our fundraisers," he said.
With the new house on the agenda to build by next year, the Pikes
plan and discuss logistics for the
new house while working with Murray State.
The Pikes are currently in the
planning stages of building the new
house.
The issue of the house's location
remains a question, but Harp
knows, without a doubt, that the
Pike chapter will benefit from the
new house.
"We've got some plans we've
made up," Harp said. "About 90 feet
wide, it's gonna be bigger and, of
course, nicer.
"The new house will bring up
everyone's morale. I think it will
work out for everyone and help our
chapter," Harp said.
Jim Carter, Pike moderator and
vice president for institutional

Caitlin Dunnigan/The News

After fire destroyed their home. members of PI Kappa Alpha moved to the comer of 16th and Main streets. While no plans are set the
fraternity may demolish their current residence and rebuild on the current location. Construction may beqln next year.
advancement and student affairs,
said the Pikes are still reviewing
several aspects of rebuilding their
house.
"Do we build at all?" Carter said.
''If we continue, what will we build
on? What cost will building be, and
do we have sufficient funds for

building?"
While still reviewing options, the
fraternity continues to think of the
chapter first and the well-being of
the group.
"We're still looking, reviewing,
and studying our options and how
to build on on-campus property ...

we own the spot of our current
house," Carter said.
"We've discussed trying to
acquire property around us but
we're just looking at options, nothing's concrete."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

studies show graduating students taking more time
Kentucky University, 45.5
percent, and Eastern Kentucky University, 36.9 percent.
The University of Ken·
tucky was the only university
to surpass Murray State with
a 59.8 percent graduation rate.
The average graduation
rate for Kentucky public institutes was 45.4 percent.
Donna Harris, University
registrar, said students are
taking longer to graduate
because there is not as much
pressure on students to finish
in four years as there bas been
in the past.
"It used to be expected of
you to finish college in four
years, no questions asked,"
Harris said.

Ashley Edwards
Staff writer
T he "Van Wilder" syndrome is rubbing off on college students.
The Kentucky Council on
Post-secondary Education
Comprehensive
Database
indicates Murray State ranks
second in the six-year baccalaureate graduation rate for
Kentucky. The University of
Kentucky ranks No.1.
Statistics from the database
show degree-seeking freshmen at Murray State in 1999
bad a six-year baccalaureate
graduation rate of 56.6 percent, well above other Kentucky schools like Western

There are more distractions on today's students,
Harris said. Life happens and
students may be forced to
take fewer hours or even time
off from their education.
Another cause for graduation delay is that students are
not taking courses consecutively because they are not
sure what they want their
focus to be.
Students may fall behind
because they come in undecided on major or minor and
try several things before finding something they feel is a
good fit, Harris said. Most
students change their major
while in college.
"College is about exploring
your options," Harris said.

Constant
curriculum
changes may have students
confused on the requirements
for them to graduate.
The best way to keep students on track to graduating
is keeping them informed,
Harris said.
"The thing that sets us
apart from other schools is we
do not take a passive
approach." Harris said. "We
want to get away from the 'I
don't know' and get to the
'what can I do?"'
A Murray State graduation
committee meets to advise
students who are in the graduation window on the best
course of action to follow
towards graduating faster
while still getting a solid edu-

cation in their last months.
The committee is also in
the process of getting the
MAP repons online so students can access it anytime to
see what necessary requirements they are lacking.
Marissa Stegman, senior
from Metropolis, Ill., said
switching her major will
cause her to take more than
four years to graduate.
"Switching my major from
nursing to marketing set me
back because some of the
courses I needed for marketing required prerequisites I
had not taken and they were
not necessarily available during the semesters that were
convenient for me," Stegman
said.

Jim Vaughan. assistant vice
president for enrollment
management, said the University puts more emphasis on
completing education rather
than pushing the students to
ftnish sooner.
Six years is a better measurement of education when
considering all the variables
that influence students while
in college, Vaughan said.
"'We are not going to dilute
the quality of the degree so
students can graduate in fou r
years,'' Vaughan said. "...Murray State takes pride in the
quality of the academic experience.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Equine education receives KEEP grant
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Murray State's equine program has received aide
from the Kentucky Equine Education Project in
the form of a $5,000 Grassroots grant.
According to Horseswork.com, the KEEP pz:ogram's mission is "to educate the public and key
state constituencies about the benefits the entire
horse industry provides to all sectors of Kentucky's economy."
Cara Stewart, field director for KEEP, said one
of the main goals of the program is to help
enhance Kentucky schools by funding equinerelated projects.
"We've received applications from Murray State
two out of three years and have granted both of
them," Stewart said. "Both applications had been
for things that Murray State University would not
have been able to do without our help."

Photo<; by Jonathan BurristThe News

Jim Rudolph, coordinator of operations and
development in the Murray State department of
agriculture and KEEP member, believes the grant
money will be of great use to the university's
equine program.
"We're going to erect an arena that will be used
fro practice and some of the shows." Rudolph
said . ..We haven't decided the exact location, but
it will be adjacent to the equine center."
There is not yet a set date for construction on
the arena to begin.
Ashley Adams, senior from Columbia, Ky.,
thinks the new arena will be beneficial not only
for equestrian team members, but for all students.
"I think this new arena is probably a good
thing," Adams said. "It's an upgrade for the
equestrian team and it frees up the Expo Center
for things like 4H or members of the agriculture
department not on the equestrian team."
Amanda Crider can be reached at amanda.
crider@murraystate.edu.

Rachel Wesselman. junior fromMascoutah, Ill.. takes care of her horseat the Equine Center Tuesday. The equine prOCJram
relieved money from the Kentucky Equine Education Project Officials plan to construct anarena with the money received.

Kentucky universities consider adopting Renovations
in store
insurance benefits for demestic partnel!S f6r Woods Hall
Changes not yet on the docket at Murray State
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
With
the
University
of
Louisville's recent decision to
adopt health insurance benefits for
domestic partners, the topic has
been brought to the forefront for
Murray State and other Kentucky
universities.
Joyce Gordon, associate vice
president for human resources,
said she is aware of the changes,
but believes the issue isn't an area
of major concern for Murray State.
Because faculty and staff have
not expressed the desire for
domestic partner benefits, the
issue bas not been reviewed.
'"It has not been a real issue

here," Gordon said. "It will certainly be reviewed if it is something
that we want to look at."
Until prominent interest or recommendations are presented on
the topic of domestic partner
health insurance benefits to the
Faculty Senate and Staff Congress.
no changes will be made.
"It bas been reviewed from time
to time, but it won't be in the
immediate future," Gordon said.
Although health insurance for
domestic partners may not be
reviewed soon, Gordon said providing the insurance to Murray
State employees would be beneficial.
"There are recruiting benefits.
but costs of all benefits have to be
considered," Gordon said. "For any

benefits program, costs are always
considered."
John Drees, associate vice president for the University of
Louisville, said health care provisions for domestic partners are an
asset to his university. After reviewing the policy for several years, the
University of Louisville will implement domestic partner health benefits Jan. I.
Drees said the change has been
positive.
"It's been something faculty and
staff have been working on for several years," Drees said. "One of our
key principles is helping employees.
The response has been overwhelmingly supportive."
Drees's philosophy for domestic
partner benefits reflects his attitude

about the university and what the
institution has to offer faculty and
staff.
"' say that if we plan to compete
with the best (universities), then we
have to offer the best," Drees said.
On the other end of the spectrum,
Western Kentucky University has
made no plans to change health
insurance for domestic partners.
Tony Glisson, human resources
director at Western Kentucky University, said benefits for domestic
partners is an issue that may need to
be addressed in the future.
"The employee benefits advisory
committee has formulated recommendations and have discussed the
issue several months ago," Glisson
said.
..But we are not presently engaged
in any research or plans for 2007 ...
we are not evaluating that now."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phe/ps@murraystate.edu.

Staft' report
Woods Hall will be renovated to make
room for programs housed in the Trio
Building, said Dean of Continuing Education John Yates. The Trio building will be
torn down to make room for a new parking lot, pending the Board of Regents'
approval.
..We are working with the University's
facilities management to plan space in
Woods Hall to relocate the ROTC offices
and classrooms."
The Trio building also houses the
Upward Bound Program. Student Support
Services and the Educational Talent
Search Program, which arc managed by
Student Affairs, Yates said
The move will begin following
approval from the Board of Regents and
as soon as the renovations are completed
on the second floor of Woods Hall.
Yates said the move to Woods Hall
would benefit the ROTC.
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Home Sweet Home
Racers defend Miller for 3rd straight year
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
For 't he third consecutive year, the
men's golf team managed to maintain
a perfect home record after winning
the Murray Invitational Tuesday.
Since Murray State only hosts
one event each year, the 3-0
home record over as many years
may not seem impressive, but
with 12 other competitors in the
hunt for first place, perfection
doesn't come easy.
"1 think it puts a lot of pressure
on us going into our tournament,
because you want to win your
local tournament," Head Coach
Eddie Hunt said. "We were
very pleased to win."
The two-day event consisted of 56 holes, and was held at
Miller Memorial Golf Course,
Murray State's home venue.
The first round
of the invitational
was
Monday
morning, followed
by a second round
that afternoon. The
teams returned to
Miller at 8 a.m. Tuesday to compete in the
third and final round of
the invite.
A Murray State win
seemed unattainable after shooting
a combined first round 291.
Yet. the Racers improved five
strokes in the afternoon
round, shooting a 286
and ending the day in
second place behind Ohio
Valley Conference oppo·
nent Tennessee Tech.
Senior Nick Griftm led
the Racers after the first
day, shooting a 71 in the
frrst round and a 70 in
round two to give him a
combined individual score of
141. Senior Mitchell Moore recorded
the low score of the day with a two
under-par 69 in the second round.
The Racers continued to knock
strokes off their scores in the second
day of the invite, helping them initiate
their comeback victory.
"The first round of the tournament
we did not play as well as we should
have, and we were all disappointed,"
Hunt said.
"I think it shows we've got a good
team because we improved five
strokes each round and came back to
win."
Murray State shot a 281 Tuesday.
giving them a combined score of 858
to ensure the first-place finish.
Hunt said the home course advantagc helped his team secure the win.
"I think the team had rather play at

home. on their own course," Hunt
said. "I tbinlc it gives some of the local
fans a chance to come out and watch
us play. We have great support here,
and we're familiar with the course.
We feel like if we're going to play on
our home course, we
should do well"
After ending the
first day in first place, Tennessee
Tech finished the invitational six
strokes behind the Racers, putting
the Tigers in second place.
Indianapolis University and Northern Iowa University tied for third
place with matching scores of 869.
Scott Stallings led Tennessee
Tech to a second place finish after
shooting a 73, which tied him for
frrst place individually with Tennessee State's Phillip Watkins.
To help secure the Murray
State win, Senior Mitchell
Moore shot his second 69 of
the invitational, giving him a 36-hole
total of 143, and tying
him for an individual
fourth-place finish.
After bare·
ly qualifying for the
tournament, Moore said
be did not think he would
be the Racer to place in the
top-five.
"I can't help but feel
good about my (finish), because I
didn't even qualify for the first tour·
nament," Moore said. "I came into
tournament playing
the fifth spot, trying to
get into the top four, and
I end up leading the team
to the win."
Seniors Nick Griffin
and Matt Craft tied for seventh, while junior Jerry
Price followed in at No.
17.
Craft shot the low
score of the day with a 67.
Sophomore Chris Griffin placed
57th.
The Racers hope the first place finish will provide motivation for their
next event, the Mission Inn Collegiate
Classic in Orlando, Fla.
The event will be hosted by
Winthrop University, Friday through
Monday.
'
Although the competition is expect·
ed to be stronger than normal, Hunt
said he has just as much confidence in
his team.
"It will probably be a stronger field
than we normally see," Hunt said. "I
think that gives us some incentive to
play better, and I think winning this
invitational gives us a boost going into
that tournament."
Jeff Slinker/The News
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
Junior oolfer Jerry Price hits a shot out of a bunker at Miller Golf Course. Price finished 17th as the Racers won at home.
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Heckert leads women to first place at Louisville meet
Drew Helton

meet," Heckert said.
"It was my personal besl We ran
well but we stiU need to work on
running as a pack. We had higher
expectations, but it is always nice to
get a win."
Heckert won an Austin Peay event
two weeks ago when she was named
the Ohio Valley Conference Cross
Country Athlete of the Week.
Head Coach Dereck Chavis said
he has been proud of the way Heckert has taken on a leadership role on
the team.
The Racers' overall time of 1:40:43
was 32 seconds better than second

Staff writer
The women's cross country team
won its first event of the season at
the Greater Louisville Classic at
: :rom Sawyer State Park Saturday.
• The Racers edged out 30 other
· teams in the blue division, giving
them the victory.
Murray State was led by sopho·
more Kristen Heckert, who posted
the second best time of 19:05, 11 seconds shy of Stellah Sang of Lindsey
Wilson College.
"I was really excited about the

place Middle Tennessee State Uni·
versity.
Rounding out the top five were
Lindsey Wilson with a time of
1:41:04, Cedarville University with a
time of 1:42:56 and Centre College
with a time of 1:42:40.
The Racers had two runners in the
top 10, which helped the team win its
second meet in three tries this season. Murray State's five best runners
averaged a time of 20:08 for the 5K.
event.
Murray State had four other runners who finished in less than 21
minutes.

Freshman Taylor Crawford finished ninth with a time of 19:46.
Sophomore Alaina Zanin flnished
No. 25 with a time of 20:20.
Freshman Kristen Miller finished
No. 31 with a time of 20:31 and senior
Lindsey Neely finished No. 54 with a
time of 20:58.
Some other notable runners from
other schools were freshman Stellah
Sang, from Lindsey Wilson, who finished frrst with a time of 18:54.
Junior Kerrie Savery from West·
em Carolina finished third with a
time of 19:07.
Fourth went to sophomore Linet

Birir of McKendree College with a
time of 19:25 and ftfth went to senior
Eileen Schilling of Centre College
with a time of 19:28.
The Racers have nine runners, six
of which are freshmen, making the
future look bright for this young
team.
The event had 234 runners representing 31 schools.
The Racers will head to Carbon·
dale. Ill. this weekend where they
will compete in the Saluki Jovita·
tional.
Drew Helton can be reached at
andrew.helton@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
MLB Division Series
Yankees at Tigers

Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.
College Football
LSU at Florida

Tonight: Football @ 5 p.m.
Jacksonville, Ala.
Murray State at Jacksonville State

Friday: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
Morehead State at Murray State

Sunday: NBC @ 1 p.m.
NASCAR
Talladega 500

Sunday: FOX @ 3 p.m.
NFL Football
Cowboys at Eagles

Saturday: Cross Country @ TBA
Carbondale, Ill.
Saluki Invitational

Sunday: Soccer @ 1 p.m.
Richmond, Ky.
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky
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Cubs fans
wait patiently
for 2008 ·Dropped TD haunts Racers

Wor
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' overti•ne
in thriller

Tommy Dillard
I didn't even get to sec it.
Sports Editor
For the first time in I don't know how
Tennessee Tech's sloppy play all
long, the Chicago Cubs' season finale was
but gave Saturday's game to Murnot broadcast on WGN.
ray State, but the Racers could not
Why?
take it, falling 20-14 in overtime.
Because the television network picked
The Golden Eagles turned the
the South side over the North side and
ball over five times, missed a shortdecided to air the White Sox game, which
range field goal and failed to conunfortunately was being played in the
vert on an extra point in overtime.
same time slot.
but none of that mattered as the
As a diehard Cubs fan, I nearly threw
Racer offense sputtered and failed
my head in my .-------....,
to capitalize on the Golden Eagle
hands and sobbed
miscues.
when my remote
The Racers were outgained 368landed on WGN
153 and found the end zone just
and instead of seeonce against a stingy Tennessee
ing a wall of green
Tech defense.
ivy and little blue
Perhaps more damaging than the
and red dots rungut-wrenching loss on the score·
ning around, I saw
board was the loss of running back
black and white
Chad Cook and cornerback Derrick
pinstripes scattered
Parrott to injury.
in a field that didn't
Cook came out of the game in the
resemble Wrigley
Autuinn
first quarter with .a sprained knee,
in the least.
Boaz
and Parrott was sidelined early in
After winning Assistant Sports
the ~econd half with an ankle
the World Series
Editor
injury.
last year, and recording another 90-win
Cook will be evaluated on Monseason this year. it was no surprise the
day. while Parrott is questionable
White Sox were awarded the broadcast.
for tonight's game at Jacksonville
But regardless of their achievements, and
State.
the Cubs' lack thereof, it was still incredTennessee Tech got the ball first
ibly disheartening to know I had been
in overtime, converting a first
prevented from catching one last glimpse
down and scoring on a 14-yard pass
of the world's biggest losers.
from quarterback Lee Sweeney to
There's something about that last game
tight end Logan Wilks.
that makes you totally forget all the things
The Golden Eagles missed the
that happen in the 161 games before. As
ensuing extra point, giving the Racthey stand at home plate and swing at
ers a chance to win the game with a
balls a foot above their head, or in the outtouchdown and PAT conversion.
field with sunglasses resting on the bill of
Caitlin DunnaganfThc News
Murray State took the ball and
their caps letting fly balls drop in the outAdejected Chad C~ watches from the sidelines after leavlnQ the Qame In the first quarter with asprained knee.
backed themselves into a fourthfield because they lost them in the sun,
and-twenty
play,
which
the
Racers
you condone their stupidity. You know
could have won that game."
in the first quarter on a 16-play. 79converted on a pass from Zach
next drive, striking quickly with a
no matter how horrible they've perBut the Racers didn't, which
Barnard to Dante Woods.
yard drive which climaxed in a 1457-yard touchdown pass from
formed all season, you will once again be
leaves the 1-4 team to contemplate
yard touchdown pass from
It looked as if Woods was
Sweeney to Jarrod Houston.
glued to the TV in the spring to welcome
a season that is suddenly slipping
Sweeney to receiver Larry Shipp.
Both defenses held tough in the
a new year, in hopes that it will be the stopped short of the first down. but
The Racers answered in the secaway.
a second-effort surge by the senior
fourth quarter. sending the game to
one. At least that's what Cubs fans think.
running back gave the Racers new
"It was probably one of the quiond quarter when Barnard found
overtime.
The Cubs ended the 2006 season with
etest stretches last night that I've
receiver Rod Harper in the end
life.
The Tennessee Tech defense
the worst record in the National League,
The Tennessee Tech defense
ever been around my whole career
zone to even the score at seven.
held the Racers to just 53 yards on
with 66 win.o; and 96 losses. Starting pitchas a coach," Griffin said on Monday.
It looked as if Tennessee Tech
stopped the Racers on three downs
the ground and held Barnard to 94
ers Kerry Wood and Mark .Prior com"As
we
brought
them
up,
we
just
once
again,
bringing
up
a
gamewould
reclaim
the
lead
in
the
third
yards through the air.
bined for 13 starts this season. Derek Lee,
reminded them that there's no
quarter when the Golden Eagles
''I'll tell you what, we did not play
deciding fourth-and-eight play.
who gave the team its offensive spark,
room in this game. just as there's no
drove the ball to the Murray State
real physical on the oft'enaive line,•
Barnard found Woods again, this
only saw playing time in SO games after a
room in the game of life, for selftwo yard line, but lost it on a Oerek
Griffm said. "That is a little diswrist injury. The frayed lineup proved • time in the end zone, but the ball
pity.
White fumble.
came loose and the Tennessee
heartening at this point in the sea·
their toughest opponent all season.
"From that point on, I thought we
Freshman linebacker Taylor
son. I wish I could give you a reaTech celebration ensued as Woods
Three years after the Cubs won the
practiced with pretty good enthusiLanigan picked up the ball for the
lay on the ground in disbelief.
son why, but it was addressed last
National League Central Division Chamasm, got the work done. We
"The game shouldn't have come
Racers and ran it back 93 yards for
night and will be addressed again
pionship. Cubs hats and shirts are fmally
watched all that tape late last night
the touchdown, giving Murray
today. We have to get better."
down to that," Head Coach Matt
starting to disappear from the beads and
and it was a pretty crisp practice."
State a 14-7 lead.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
Griffin said. "We shouldn't have
backs of fairweather fans. Now, it's just
Tennessee Tech got on the board
Tennessee Tech answered on its
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
had to be in that situation. We
the long-time fans who walk around in
the depresshig attire, while the team continues its down'!Vard spiral, and fans wonder if we will ever come as close as we
did in 2003.
I have a shirt 1 haven't worn in three
years because, coincidently, l was weardefensive numbers, Jacksonville
Aaron W eare
ing it the night I watched them fall apart
Staff writer
State's senior All-American tailin game five. graciously handing their
back Clay Green is causing Griftjcket to the World Series to the Florida
A shortened week will help fin the most grief leading into
Marlins.
the Racers put thoughts of last tonight's game.
The memories of that season are still
week's 2Q-14 overtime loss to
"I think Clay Green is the best
nauseating, and will continue to be until
Tennessee Tech behind them. back in the league," Griffin said.
they make up for it. We all say, "maybe
The team looks to get its first "He's probably one of the three
next year,'' and next year never happens.
Ohio Valley Conference win of or four best tailbacks in 1-AA
It won't happen in 2007 either, but it will
the season tonight at Jack- football. He runs extremely
happen soon.
sonville State.
hard. He's fast. He's really a
My father, like most fathers, predicts
The Gamecocks are 2·2 on great combination of speed and
the winner of the World Series before
the season, and 2-1 in the OVC power."
opening day of each season. Since 2004,
To compete with the Gameafter a dominating win against
he's had the Chicago Cubs chalked to win
preseason OVC favorite East- cocks' balance of ball control
the 2008 World Series.
em Kentucky. Jacksonville set .a offense and tough defense, GrifSince I've had some time to ponder this
school record as the team's fm knows the offensive line is
hypothesis, I've sort of grown accustomed to the idea, and now I'm almost ' defense held Eastern Kentucky going to have to improve for the
to ll4 yards of total offense en offense to get going.
starting to believe it myself. The 2008
route to 28-0 shutout victory.
''I'll tell you what, we didn't
season will mark 100 years since the Cubs
The Gamecocks look to con- play real physical on the offenhave won a World Series, which is crazy!
tinue their record-setting sive line," Griffin said. "We
There couldn't possibly be any more
defense this weekend against have to get better. We've got a
goats left in Chicago to allow the legcouple of good tailbacks, but if
the Racers.
endary curse to continue. So, goat or no
"They're going to play physi- you can't make things happen
goat, 100 years is long enough for a team
cal, so you're always going to be up front it doesn't matter who is tut•~~~·)tiam~
(and its fans) to be forced to suffer. This
challenged,'' Head Coach Matt running the football. To have
has to happen, and we're already hopeful
Griffm said in a press confer- success in this game you have
it will.
ence Monday. "Defensively. to run effectively."
Although I wasn't able to sec Sunday's
they play a lot of base, and
The Gamecocks present the
game, I got all the information 1 needed
they're not a big pressure Racers with its first and only
through the Cubs' Web site. They made a
bunch. They're going to keep Thursday game of the season,
comeback in their last game of the season,
everything in front of them and which changes the team's
to defeat the Colorado Rockies 8-S. and to
preparations.
make you kick the football."
the fans, that's a good sign for next year.
"You have to jam it up a little
Senior LeMarcus Rowell lead
But next year isn't our year. We've
the Gamecock defense against bit," Griffm said. "You just have
waited this long, and we can hold out to
Eastern Kentucky, with two to shorten things up, which this
make it an even 100. Our year is 2008.
sacks and a forced fumble. The time of year you have to look to
Gamecocks rank in the top five do that anyway."
Aaron Weare can be reached rru•••''r
in l-AA football in overall
Autumn Boaz is the assistant sports editor
defensive performances ever
at aaron. weare@ murraystate.
defense.
at the Murray State News. E-mail comGamec:ocks.
Despite the Gamecocks' edu.
ments to autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

Racers visit Gamecocks in Thursday contest

yet so far. EdCJe:
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Racers split OVC battles, end streak
AutumnBoaz

Vanishing
wetlands
hurts ducks

Jacksonville State and
Morehead State lead the
conference with matching
4-0 records, while Murray
The volleyball team tied
State and Tennessee State
a season-high winning
follow with 3-1 records.
streak Friday with its fifth
Saturday, the unpreconsecutive win, but Tendictable conference caught
nessee State prevented the
up with the Racers in
Many of us have heard the old adage,
streak from surviving the
Nashville, Tenn., where
"What's good for General Motors is good
weekend when they served
they fell 3·1 against Tenfor America." T he merits of that old
the Racers a 3-1 loss Saturnessee State.
maxim are up for debate - I 'll leave that
day.
Despite forcing each
to the economists.
After defeating Austin
game into extra points, the
However, I would
Peay Friday in Clarksville.
Racers were only able to
like to propose a
Tenn., the Racers fell to
win one game of the match.
new maxim I know
Tennessee State Saturday,
Tennessee State's Kelly
is true - "What's
ending their winning streak
D.wi::; sealed the game and
good for ducks is
and giving the team its first
the match with two straight
good for America."
Ohio Valley Conference
points in the fourth game
The essential facloss.
giving the Tigers a 3-l win.
tor which conThe loss was only MurAlthough the loss ended
tributes most to the
ray State's third of the seathe team's win streak,
proliferation of the
son, and the ll-3 start still
Schwcpker said his team
duck population is
granted them a place in the
would make the loss benethe preservation of
record books as the best
ficial.
wetlands. As much
start in team history.
"As fnr as our team goes,
as wetlands aid
After long spring and
Warren
I think the team still underducks, they aid
pre-season practices in the
King
stands what we're here to
mankind
even Outdoor columnist
stagnant air of Racer Arena,
do," Schwepker said.
more.
Head
Coach
David
"That loss is just an
Wetlands located along rivers act as a
Schwepker said his team is
opportunity for us to see
sponge to soak up excess water and
now finally reaping the
where we need to improve
lessen the severity of floods. Wetlands
benefits.
and the scores of that
near coastal areas provide a buffer zone
"1 think it lets the girls
rourtt~y of athletics dt'p,trtrnent
(match), how close everyunderstand that all the hard
between the sea and populated areas
thing was. means they're , which can be of great value in the event
work that they have been
Senior Holly Jansen spikes a shot against Austin Peay, Friday. Jansen recorded l4 kills in the match.
not unattainable."
of a hurricane.
going through this fall and
The Racers will host
Schwepker said the hardtying the match at one
8·5 lead • but the Governors
Sadly. the benefits of wetlands have
last spring is all paying off,"
OVC co-leader Morehead
game a piece.
fought back, tying the Racfought battle was a preview
only recently been realized. In the early
Schwepker said. "That's
State at 7 p.m.. Friday and
of what each OVC team has
Murray State and Austin
ers four times throughout
days of American history, most citizens
what they need to see."
Eastern' Kentucky at 2 p.m.,
the course of the rally. The
to offer thlc; sea<:on.
Peay broke even in the next
and politicians saw wetlands as nui·
Murray State won the
Saturday at Racer Arena.
"The :teams in the confertwo games, prolonging the
game was tied 14·14 when
sances and regularly drained them. Since
first game of its opening
Autumn Boaz can be
ence this year are all pretty
match to a decisive 15-point
Murray State scored two
the earliest settlers came to North Amermatch 30-25 against host
reached at autumn.boaz@
rally game.
.straight points to give them
evenly matched," Schwepica, the wetlands have been diminishing.
team Austin Peay, but fell
murraystate.edu.
Even before the United States declared
The Racers took a quick
the 16-14 win.
ker said
in the second game 30·28,
its independence from England, cities
lilce Boston and Charleston were filling in
marshes and destroying wetlands.
When the Jamestown Colony was
established in 1607, it is estimated that
about 220 million acres of wetlands were
the NCAA does not dish out penalwere the only OVC schools to score
time not only remained eligible but
Tommy DiUard
contained in what is now the United
ties based on GSR performance.
Sports Editor
graduated and I think it's important
higher than the Racers in football.
States.
By the late 20th century,less than
boasting rates of 89 and 82 percent.
"The GSR and APR arc two difthat we continue that trend.
100 million acres of wetlands remained.
Ward said he is proud of how
ferent measurements," Ward said.
The Racers made the grade acad''At the same time, 1 think it's
Even with new legislation designed to
emically last week with the release
important to remember what those
Murray State stacks up against Ken"The GSR is a measure of graduaprotect
wetlands, about 250,000 acres of
tion success from a six-year period.
scores are measuring. That is from
of the NCAA's Graduation Success
tucky and OVC competition, but
swamps
and marshes are destroyed each
said
the
real
measurement
of
sucThe
APR
is
a
snapshot
of
what
a period ofl996·1999 and obviously
Rate scores.
year.
we're doing today."
Murray State bested all other
there was another administration
cess is how athletes stack up
The Mississippi River once fed thouKentucky Division l schools in high
against other Murray State stuThe NCAA developed GSR two
and other coaches in place at that
sands
of acres of marshes, sloughs and
years
ago
because
the
federal
gradprofile sports such as football and
time. I think it's just important to
dents.
swamps. but as settlers began to establish
give credit where credit is due in
women's basketball.
"I think the most important thing
uation rate did not include transfers
farms near the river, the wetlands began
into the school or tho e who leave
Murray State also ranked among
what happened during that ,tim~
is how we compare overall to the
to
be eradicated. Farmers routinely
the school in good academic standthe best in the Ohio Valley' conferperioa."
student boily," Ward said. "Right
reclaimed Mississippi Valley wetlands
ence in football, men·~ basketball
now, we're graduating at a higher
ing.
Murray State student-athletes
and converted them to farmlands.
The GSR does account for those
and women's basketball.
boasted graduation rates of 69 perrate than the student body, which is
As the population began to increase
The data released measures the
cent for football, 78 percent for
good for student·athletes, but the
groups. which makes it a more
along the Mississippi River and floods
six-year graduation rates of entermen's basketball and 92 percent for
numbers for the student body are
accurate indicator of student-athbecame more frequent, citizens began to
also good."
lete academic success, according to
ing classes between 1996 and 1999
women's basketball. Murray State
demand
that the government take a
for each varsity sport at every
had the highest rates of Kentucky
Several Murray State sports
an NCAA press release.
proactive
role in preventing floods.
boasted
100
percent
graduation
Said
Ward:
"I
think
the
GSR.
now
schools in football and women's
NCAA school.
In 1924, the government began the
Athletics Director Allen Ward
basketball and was bested only by
rates- rowing. soccer and women's'
that the NCAA has started to
installation of a lock and dam system
include transfers and junior college
gave credit to the P.revious athletic
Western Kentucky. with a rate of
tennis - while baseball came close
throughout the length of the Mississippi.
administration for the good acadewith a 93 percent rate.
kids that get their degree, is a more
100 percent, in men's basketball.
accurate m~asure of all the student- 1 Along with the dams, a large number of
mic report.
Murray State's 78 percent basketGSR is not related to the Acadelevies were also put in place up and down
"It's very important," Ward said.
mic Progress Rate, released earlier
athletes thnt corne through our proball rate was second only to Tenthe river. The dams and the levies were
gram."
"It look.c; good for Murray State. It
nessee State's 88 percent rate in the
this year by the NCAA. Murray
designed
to control flooding and aid in
shows that the student athletes that
State's
low
APR
scores
cost
the
Tommy
Dillard
can
be
reaclred
at
ovc.
river navigation.
came through Murray State at that
Samford and Tennessee State
school football scholarships, but
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edtL
It can be argued that the dams and
levies along the Mississippi River have
been successful in controlling floods and
promoting river navigation but the environmental impact has been devastating in
some areas. Wetlands have been ruined
or modified which has destroyed the
nesting areas for many waterfowl.
For many years, Congress passed laWs
which encouraged the drainage of
swamps and other wetlands.
However, a group of sports~en ·r ecognized that an estimated 500,000 ducks
laid their eggs in the Horicon Marsh
annually. so they lobbied the government
to restore the marsh and establish a
refuge there.
That great tradition of sportsmen
banding together to protect the environment has continued even to this day.
Ducks Unlimited is an organization of
sportsmen and sportswomen who arc
dedicated to increasing waterfowl populations throughout North America. One
way to accomplish this goal is to make
sure wetlands are protected and expanded. If you have an interest in protecting
the environme nt through wetland preser·
vation, get involved with the Murray
State chapter of Ducks Unlimited.
Assistant Sports Editor

Murray State scores high in athlete grad rates

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to warren.king@murraystate.edu.
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College
Football
Picks

Autumn Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor
Last week: 10-Q
Season record: 35·15

Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
last week: 9-1
Season record: 39-U

Aaron Weare
Staff Writer
Last week: 1()-()
Season record: 43-7

Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor
last week: 8·2
Season record: 33·17
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Soccer picks up OVC wins Rifle scores victory at UT-Martin
South Carolina at Kentucky

.

Drew Helton
Staff writer
The soccer team tallied up two wins last
weekend to improve to 2-1-1 in conference
play.
..We played really well on Friday," Head
Coach Beth Acreman said. "The two conference games at home helped build our
confidence."
The Racers were held until the 27th
minute against Austin Peay, when junior
defender Sara Struve passed it to junior
forward Lacey Latimer to give the Racers
a 1-0 cushion.
Austin Peay rebounded off a penalty
kick by Lindsey McLaurin to tie the game
at 1-1 in the 49th minute.
The score stayed the same until the 78th
minute when sophomore Melisa Curry
cashed in on a pass from sophomore forward Rebekah Clay, giving the Racers a 2·
1 victory.
"I thought we played really well," Struve
said. "The competition was really good
but we got them in the end."
Murray State held the Governors to 11
shots, only five of which were on goal.

Aaron Weare

The Racers kept lt going Sunday with
the second straight conference win over
Tennessee Tech, 2·1 in overtime.
Murray State struck first with a goal by
Clay in the 40th minute, giving them a 1-0
lead.
The Racers nearly closed the deal
before Tech's Jennifer Hoffman headed
one in with two minutes left, forcing over·
time.
It was a stalemate until the second
overtime when the ball deflected off a
Tech and Murray State player before Clay
scored the goal.
"I don't think any of us realized it went
in the goal," Struve said. "It was probably
the most awkward goal 1 have ever witnessed."
Murray State had 12 shots on goal for the
match, holding TTU to seven.
The win improved Murray State to 2-H
in conference play and a 5·5·2 record over·
all.
The Racers head to Morehead State
Friday and fmish the weekend Sunday at
Eastern Kentucky.
Drew Helton can be reached at
andrew.helton@murraystate.edu.

Staff writer
It was a good news, bad news situation for the rifle
team last weekend.
The good news? The Racers beat the University of
Tennessee-Martin Saturday. The bad news? Despite
the win, the Racers didn't shoot to their expectations.
"As a team we didn't shoot very well," junior Dan
Belluzzo said...We didn't shoot near our abilities as a
team. Even so, it was our first matc.h of the season, so
we kind of expected to see a result like that." ·
The Racers' gold team took home its flrst Ohio
Valley Conference win by a 161·point margin.
The rifle scoring is done in two parts. First there is
the small bore rifle style. Then there is the air rifle
competition. For each shooter, the score is a com·
bined 1.200 points from the two shooting types. The
team score is taken as a combined score of the team's
four best shooters.
Despite the initial disappointment, the Racers
remain positive.
"It was a great first match to get started with,"
Head Coach Morgan Hicks said. "We know what we
have to work on now, and we're going to fi..x those
mistakes. But it was a win. and no matter what hap·
pens, it's always good to start your season out with a
win."
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The match at Tennessee-Martin was Hicks' first,
and she took her first coaching victor}' with the win.
Cameron Hicks led the Racers' gold team in scoring, with a combined score of 1,150. The gold team
was the Racers' first team. Belluzzo shot for a score
of 1,144 for the gold team. Junior Josiah Brooks shot
for a score of 1,128, and sophomore Kevin Witbrodt
shot a team·high 581 in the air rifle category.
The Racers' blue team scored better than UT-Martin's top team as well, with a score of 4,436. Sophomore Erica Meece led the blue team with a combined
score of 1.118.
After its first OVC win, the team looks to continue
its success this weekend in two separate meets.
The Racers travel to Memphis, Tt.•nn., Saturday to
shoot in the Tiger Open.
Sunday, the Racers look to repeat last year's victo·
ry when they travel to Oxford, Miss., to shoot in the
Ole Miss Invitational. The Racers won the invita·
tiona! in 2005.
"After last weekend. we can't wait for this week·
end to come," Belluzzo said. "We know we can shoot
better, and we feel like if we shoot to our ability we
should be able to win both meets."
The Racers first home meet is Oct. 15 against Ten·
nessee Tech.
Aaron Weare can be reached at aaron.weare@
murraystate.edu.
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Serengeti
Tommy Hilfiger
BURBERRY Tommy Bahama
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ThisWeek
•Friday
Event
6 p.m.. barrel racing and team roping, Expo Center,
free admission

• Saturday
Event
6 p.m., barrel rae• ing and team roping, Expo Center,
free admission

Volleyball
2 p.m., Murray
State vs. Eastern
Kentucky, Racer
Arena

• Tuesday
Movie
8 p.m., 'Iraq for
Sale,' sponsored by
Amnesty International, Mason Hall
Auditorium

.!Wednesday
Career Fair
10 a.m., Curris Center third floor ballroom

•Thursda
Elections
9 a.m., Homecoming king and queen
elections begin,
vote on Racemet

Reading
7:30 p.m., fiction
reading by Leah
Stewart. Clara M.
Eagle Gallery

..
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Site provides students with way
to buy, sell various items online
Rebecca Puldevlch
Contributing writer
If you want to sell old textbooks or
you're in desperate need of a futon, you
may be in luck.
With the launch of Chegg.com, a local·
ized campus classifieds Web site where
students can buy, sell and tra~e every·
thing from textbooks to furniture.
The site, which also includes job postings. student discounts from local businesses and personal profiles, started as
Cheggpost.com in 2003, mainly as a textbook exchange for Iowa State University
students.
The difference between Chegg.com
and similar sites like eBay and Craig's
List is that Chegg.com specifically caters
to college students.
Osman Rashid, co-founder and CEO of
Cbegg.com. said a student adviser
reviews all the Chegg operators do.
The site has a section of items for sale
and another section with free items peo-

ple simply want to get off their hands.
Jarrad Lewis, co-director of East Coast
operations for Chegg.com, said the Web
site is a great source because it is safe,
free and localized.
Registration is free, there is no fee to
list an item and a percentage of sales is
not required. It is specifically localized
to each campus so the items are accessible. Because an email address ending in
".edu" is required to register, it is guaranteed to be student-exclusive.
Chegg.com offers a resource to buy
and sell textbooks with other students,
and eliminates long lines and overpric·
ing of university bookstores.
"By posting a used textbook on
Chegg.com, (the student seller) gets
more money from the student buying the
book (than from buy-back services at
bookstores), and the student buyer gets
the book cheaper than at the bookstore,"
Lewis said.
Osman Rashid said another positive
aspect of Chegg was that it evolves.
"We are making improvements at all

times because we want to be the best at
what we are doing." Rashid said.
After viewing Chegg.com, Luke Nowl·
in. senior from Mayfield, Ky., said he
thought it looked useful.
"I would definitely use it," Nowlin
said. "Or at least check it before I went
out and bought (whatever I was looking
for)."
Nowlin said he would primarily use
Chegg.com to purchase and sell textbooks.
"It would be great to have a network
set up to do aU the work for me," Nowlin said. "It's too much of a hassle to track
someone down to get the book you
need."
Because Murray State does not currently have a Chegg.com account, the
site is hiring a campus representative.
This person is the chief campus officer,
in charge of marketing promotions and
getting the word out to other students
about Chegg.com in an effort to make
the site a beneficial resource.
Rashid said it's a fun job at end of the

courtesy of Greg Soroka

-nto• serves as CheQQ.com's plucky mascot
day. and the experiences the position
provides look great on a resume. Rashid
also said that Chegg.com is offering paid
internships and permanent jobs to those
interested.
Lewis, a campus representative for
East Coast colleges, said Chegg.com is a
household name at Iowa State University, where it all began.
Said Lewis: "(Chegg.com) will be
everywhere very soon, I promise."
Rebecca Paskievich can be reached at
rebecco.paskievich@mu."aystate.edu.

..•
'
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Homecoming ·candidates announced
Students can vote for Homecoming king
and queen through Racernet at
campus.murraystate.edu beginning at 9 a.m.
Oct. 12 and ending at 9 a.m. Oct. 13.
Candidates - Back row from left: Paul
Mills, graduate student from Lexington, Ky.;
Jason Hinson. senior from Cumberland City,
Tenn.: Joel Perkins. senior from Chatham.

Ill.; Reed Clapp, sophomore from Mayfield,
Ky. and Clayton Clark, senior from Belleville,
Ill.
Front row from left: Whitney Overstreet.
junior from Paducah, Ky.; Meghan Kino.
senior from Murray; Brittany Davis. senior
from Hopkinsville, Ky.: Elizabeth Cawein.
senior from Bartlett. Tenn. and Kelli Fitz·
patrick. senior from Belleville, Ill.

.!..O_ttJ4

SINCE WE'RE BEST BUDS
AND ALl, I HAVE A

Parade

FAVOR TO AS~.

9:30 a.m. Homecoming parade,
Briggs and Stratton to Sparks Hall

Football
3 p.m.• Homecoming, Murray State
vs. Samford, Roy
Stewart Stadium,
$4-7 admission,

.·
••

free with Racercard

••
•
•
•
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Hear Org. Comm. Alumni Discuss
Careers In:
• Commercial Real Estate
• Human Resources
•Training &Development
•Sales
•Marketing
• Non-Profit Administration
• Public Relations
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Thursday, October 12
9 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
3rd floor of Wilson Hall
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Third 'X-men' becomes third-rate release
The DVD's campaign states that
the disc also includes three alternate
endings. For those excited by seeing
how the film's ending could have
been improved be prepared for disappointment. The endings do exist
on the DVD, but they hardly justify
spending $20.
"X-Men: The Last Stand" can't be
taken too seriously because of its
subject matter. But when it comes to
spending money to see it, this
reviewer strongly recommends renting the disc.
Much like the movie, the DVD's
beUs and whistles will provide some
minor entertainment that will quickly be forgotten. Lets just hope Sam
Raimi takes some notes from this
mess before "Spiderman 3" hits theaters next summer.

Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.
The third film in a trilogy can
defane a series by giving it a perfect
cohesive ending - a perfect e:umple
is "The Lord of the Rings: Return of
the King." More often than not, however, story takes a leave of absence
in third installments in the search for
more money - a la "The Matrix: Revolutions."
The DVD release of "X-Men: The
Last Stand" is no exception to this
trilogy syndrome. Despite a slew of
extra features and supplementary
material, the movie pales in comparison to its predecessors.
Since the last ftlm, the mutant
team bas rebuilt itself after the loss
of Jean Grey (Famke Janssen) in the
previous conflict against Magneto
(Ian McKellen) and his brotherhood
of evil mutants. Still, Wolverine
(Hugh Jackman), Storm (Halle
Berry) and Professor Xavier (Patrick
Stewart) remain unsure of their
team's future.
To make matters worse, a pharmaceutical company has found the cure
for the mutant gene. This spurs Magneto to build an army bent on world
domination with the help of Jean
Grey's evil alter ego, The Phoenix.
Now The X-Men are the only
thing that stands between Magneto

courtesy of Oarkhorizons.com

Warren WorthlnQton Ill, played by Ben Foster, spreads his winos In ·~·men: The Last Stand' after he refuses to take a mutation antidote.
and global conquest.
Director Brett Ratner {"Rush
Hour" and "Rush Hour 2") tries to
fill the shoes of Bryan Singer <·xMen" and "X2:X-Men United") with
little success. Singer's renditions of
the X-Men characters seem threedimensional and realistically shaped
through a mix of drama, development and action. Ratner's third ftlm
comes off as nothing but action
loosely held together with fits of
senseless talking.
Ratner does deliver action in

only a few seconds while others offer
further plot development in exposition scenes. The most notable is the
alternate meeting between Beast and
Wolverine, which better explains
their attitudes toward each other as
opposed to the humorous exchange
that made it to the film's final cut.
Viewers can also turn on optional
commentaries by cast and crew
including a commentary by Ratner.
Despite lhe fllm's numerous flaws, it·
is an interesting opportunity to bear
the director's take on the fllm.

numerous, elaborate fight scenes.
But, both comic book fans and
moviegoers expect depth to the story
considering the perfection of the
previous films.
Additionally, the fllm's story
moves at an alarmingly slow pace
despite the high adrenaline action.
Overall the movie seems unbalanced. Upon further review of the
DVD's special features this only
becomes clearer.
The DVD features 10 deleted
scenes from the movie. Some last

Zero frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're
bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office
Four frames: Hello, Criterion Collection

Students compete, bulk up through tae kwon do
Charlotte Kyle
Contributing writer
More than 140 pairs of bare
feet filled the Regional Special Events Center Saturday,
yet nobody was concerned.
with the smell
Instead, competitors in the
fifth annual All-American
Open Championship focused
on exceeding the skill levels
of their opponents.
Tae kwon do students from
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana and
T ennessee competed under

the theme "Today Not
Tomorrow," a sentiment
devoted to seizing the day
and avoiding procrastination.
Under the guidance of honorary director Grand Master
Sun Tae Kim and tournament
director Master Tung Dinh,
the competitors broke boards
and participated in sparring
matches.
"I'm very happy to see such
success." Oinh said. "There
were good participants, good
sportsmanship and good safety. I'm grateful to the Univerity for aUowiD8 us to usc the

facility. It's a larger space
than competitions usually
take place and so it went over
very quickly and very well."
Of the 140 participants, 65
were students of Dinh's Martial Arts America and six to .10
of those competitors were
Murray State students. Black
belt students were in charge
of leading the competition,
including serving as referees
and judges.
''I'm very proud of the
black belt leadership that
took place," Dinh said. "They
really stepped up to m.akc chc

competition run smoothly."
Nearly 1.350 years ago, tae
kwon do originated in Korea.
Focusing on mental and physical disciplines, students of
the martial art are required to
follow a code of conduct centering on courtesy, integrity,
perseverance. self-control
and spirit.
Bryan Siddens, graduate
student from Santa Monica,
Calif., is no stranger to these
principles.
Siddens spent 10 weeks eating healthfully, training and
learning about weight loss

and muscle gain.
He lost 37 pounds and
became a national grandprize winner.
Siddens began tae kwon do
at Dinh's in January, and this
was his second competition.
However, Siddens. a yellow
belt, plans to become as
involved as possible.
"You train all the time and
the tournaments give you a
chance to show what you've
. learned," Siddens said. "You
work out with the same people, so at these events you
don't have-to hold back. You

get to fight others and you
have the chance to go all out.
I'm definitely going to be a
part of this for the rest of my
life."
Both Siddens and Dinh
encourage students to train
with Martial Arts America.
Having studied under Dinh
and family, Siddens recommends their classes.
Said Siddens: "Master Oinh,
his wife, his son - they are all
amazing teachers."
Charlotte Kyle can be
reached at charlotte.kyle@
rruur4y,t4te.edu.

This Week in Entertainment
• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

L FutureSez/LoveSouncls

L The GuardiaD

LSexyBaclt

L The Fast ud the Furious: L The Thlrteeath Tale
Tokyo Drift- Wldesueea
Diane Setterfield
2. The Book of Fate
2. Release Therapy
Brad Meltzer
3. The Mission Sons
3. The Lake House
John le Carre
4. Rise ud Shine
4. Curious George
Anna Quindlen

Justin Timberlake

Justin Timberlake

2. A Thou.sand Different
Ways

2. Open Season

2. Money Maker

Clay Aiken

3. Jackass: Number 2

3. How to Save a Ufe

3. The Dutchess

Fergie
4. UVE: Uve Those Songs
Again

Ludacris featuring Pharrell
The Fray

4. School for Scoundrels

4. London Bridge

Fergie

s. Gridiron Gang

s. Ups of an Angel

Kenny Chesney

Hinder

S. Continuum

John Mayer
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

• Books

•Web site

TakebacJrthenlgbt.org
This is the official Web site
of the Take Back the Night
program. The site encourages users to join the movement to end sexual assault
and abuse. Visitors can read
the history of the program
S. Judge ud Jury
and learn about ways they
5. The Fast ud the Furious:
James Patterson
Tokyo Drift - Fullsc:reen
can dispel violence in their
hometowns. The site also
offers T -shirts, posters and
Source: Bestbuy.com
Source: nytimes.com music.

MlJ RRAY
CLASS I Fl El)S
Travtl with STS to this ytW's top 10
Sprins Brtill de1inationtl Best cluls
~~

Hitl:flest rep COIIMtwilliociS.
1·800..648-4849 or vim
www,mtwd.c:om. Grst &roup cfis.
countJ.
Call

lARGEST RfTAIL clodting store in the
Mid-South. Men, Women & Chil·
dren...savt up to 90%. All dtan, organized by si.zt, Vin• to clntnt filihionl. 1M An5wer 321 Main Strett Benton, ICY, 270.527-1078 Optn 6 days
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Place your
message in
The Murray

To play: Complete the grid so that every
raw, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There Is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.
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PER WORD!

Classified advertising deadline
is 4p.m.
Wednesday.
Ads may be submitted in Wilson Hall room 111 or mailed
to Classifieds, do The Murray
State News, 2609 University
Station, Murray, KY 42071
Classifieds must be paid
before they run.
For more information
call 809-4478.

Create and solve rour
Sudoku PUZZles for FREE.

Visit

Plar more Sudolru 11111 Win Prizes 11:

PRIZfSUDOKU.cnM
The Sudoku Source ot "The Murray State NS\vs•

Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku puzzles.
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for the

Michael Youngstrom. junior from Kirkwood. Mo., slnqs durinQ Take Back the Night

After Take Back the Night, students light candles and hold acandlelight march from Lovett Auditorium to the Curris Center for the opening ceremony of the Clothesline Project.

Block & Barrel

the news
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Friday
10:30 - 4 p.m.
Block & Barrel accepts all board plans, declining balance, cash, check :
and credit and debit cards.
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2006 Career Fair Recruiters
Adtran, Inc.
Electromechanical Engineering Tech
American Cellular Verizon Wneless
American General/AIG
All Majors

Agricultural Science; Agriculture Mechanization

Engineering; Pre-Law

CNA Insurance
Occupational Safety & Health; Architectural
Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering
Tech;
Engineering
Science;
Environmental Engineering Tech; Industrial &
Engineering Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech

Fifth Third Bank
All Majors

BB&T
Accounting; Business Administration; Finance;
Economics; Management; Marketing

BBL. an ARCADIS company
Economics; Occupational Safety & Health; Civil
Engineering; Construction 'Engineering Tech;
Environmental Engineering Tech; Geology
Becker CPA Review
Accounting; Finance; Economics
Black Gold
Accounting; Business Administration; Management;
Agribusiness; Agricultural Education; Agricultural
Science; Agriculture Mechanization; Agronomy;
Horticulture; Electromechanical Engineering Tech;
Engineering Science

Black and Veatcb

CSI Computer Services Inc.
Business Administration; Computer Information
Systems;
Computer
Science;
Finance;
Telecommunications Systems Management
Carey Counseling Center
Business Administration: Social Work; Psychology;
Sociology; Guidance & Counseling; General
Psychology
Caterpillar
Occupational Safety & Health; Chemistry; Civil
Engineering; Environmental Engineering Tech;
Environmental Regulartory Affairs; Industrial &
Engineering Tech

First Om.ni Mortgage Lending
All Majors
First Residential Mortgage Network. Inc.
All Majors

Flintco, Inc.
Civil Engineering; Construction Engineering Tech
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
Social Work; Clinical Psychology
Dietetics, Nutrition
Gateway Medical Center
& Food Management; Nursing; Medical Technology
Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center
Goody's Family Clothing

Business Administration; Management
Goodyear Tile and Rubber Company, The

Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation
Computer Information Systems; Computer Science;
Telecommunications Systems Management

Hardin Memorial Hospital
Nursing

Cintas
Business Administration; Management; Marketing

Harper Industries, Inc.
Occupational Safety & Health

P r e Commonwealth Health Corporation
Occupational Therapy; Pre-Pharmacy; Pre-Physical
Therapy

Harrah's Metropolis Casino and Hotel
All Majors

Engineering Graphics & Design

Bovis Lend Lease
Occupational Safety & Health; Architectural
Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech; Drafting & Design Tech
Briggs & Stratton
Accounting; Computer Information Systems;
International Business; Management; Organizational
Communication;
Office
Systems;
Mass
Communications; Occupational Safety & Health;
Nursing; Industrial Education; Technology Education;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering
Graphics & Design; Environmental Engineering Tech;
Industrial & Engineering Tech; Manufacturing
Technology; Mechanical Engineering Tech; Drafting
& Design Tech; Human Services

Bristol Broadcasting (WKYQ , Double Q. Electric
96.9, WLLE)
Bunge North America
Accounting; Business Administration; Economics;
Agribusiness; Agriculture ~ Mechanization; PreEngineering
CBK
All Majors

CGB Enterprise, Inc.
Accounting; Finance; Economics; Agribusiness;

Crowe Chizek & Company, LLCAccounting
Enterprise Rent-A-car
Accounting; Advertising; Business Administration;
Finance; Economics; Management; Marketing;
Organizational Communication; Public Relations;
Psychology; Sociology; Independent Studies; Public
Administration; General Psychology

Eralibur Marketing
All Majors
Fastenal
Advertising; Business Administration; Management;
Marketing
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FB1) Accounting;
Computer Information Systems; Computer Science;
Nursing; Criminal Justice; French; German; Spanish;
Biochemistry; Biology; Chemistry; Molecular Biology;
Applied Physics; Architectural Engineering Tech;
Civil Engineering; Electromechanical Engineering
Tech; Engineering Physics; Engineering Science; Earth
Science; Industrial & Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech; Mathematics; Physics; Pre-

Hawkins Research
Advertising; Business Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science; Marketing;
Organizational Communication; Public Relations;
Telecommunications Systems Management; Office
Systems; Mass Communications; Sociology; Graphic
Communications Management; Management of
Technology; General Studies

Heritage Bank

Hortica
Occupational Safety & Health

Internal Revenue Service
Accounting; Business Administration; Computer
Information Systems; Computer Science; Finance;
Economics; Marketing; Criminal Justice; Business
Education; Public Administration

Jewish Hospital & St. Mary's HealthCare
Nursing; Recreation Theraputic; Pre-Occupational
Therapy; Social Work; Psychology; Pre-Pharmacy;
Pre-Physical Therapy; General Psychology; SpeechLanguage Pathology

OctoberS, 2006

Kemper CPA Group
Accounting; Computer Information Systems
Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
Biology; Chemistry; Engineering Graphics &
Design; Geology
Kentucky World Trade Center
Accounting; Business AdminL-;tration; Economics;
International Business; Management; Mass
Communications; English; Business Education;
Global Studies

FALL CAREER FAIR 2006
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Northwestern Mutual Ymancial Network
All Majors

Summit Consulting
Occupational Safety & Health

Occidental Chemical Corporation

TempsPlus, Inc. - Employment Services
All Majors

Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Nursing; Pre-Occupational Therapy; Exercise
Science; Health & Physical Education; Pre-Physical
Therapy; Medical Technology

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
Agricultural Science; Biology; Aquatic Biology;
Conservation Biology; Wildlife Biology

u.s. Army Recruiting

Owensboro Police Department

All Majors
Kroger Company, The
All Majors

Peace Corps
All Majors

Landmark Community Newspapers, Inc.
Advertising; Business Administration; Management;
Marketing; Journalism; Mass Commurucations;
Professional Writing

Pella Corporation
Business Administration; Finance; Management;
Marketing; Industrial & Engineering Tech;
Manufacturing
Technology;
Mechanical
Engineering Tech

.

_ Uberty Mutual Group
All Majors

Pepsi MidAmerica

LifePoint Hospitals, Inc.
Accounting

Personnel Cabinet of Kentucky
All Majors

Lourdes Hospital
Nursing

Prepaid Legal
All Majors

Martin, Colson. Hale, & Henderson CPA's
Accounting

Regions Bank
All Majors

Merck & Co., Inc
Business Administration; Management; Marketing;
Nursing; Biochemistry; Biology; Chemistry;
Molecular Biology; Pre-Medical; Pre-Pharmacy

River Metals Recycling
Management

Methodist Hospital
Missouri Department of Transportation
· Real Estate; Civil Engineering; Construction
Engineering Tech; Engineering Physics; Geology;
Drafting & Design Tech; Pre-Engineering
Modem Woodmen of America

U.S. Navy
AU Majors
United Parcel Service (UPS)
AU Majors
University Hospital
Nursing; Recreation Theraputic
University of Tennessee Math Graduate Studies
Program
Computer Science;
Conservation
Biology;
Mathematics
University ofKentucky
All Majors
WCBI./WCCK
Economics; Organizational Communication; Public
Relations; Radio/Television; Mass Communications

WKMS-FM
RiverValley Behavioral Health
Nursing; Recreation Theraputic; Social Work;
Psychology; Sociology; Human Services; Clinical
Psychology; General Psychology
Rodefer Moss & Co, PLLC
Accounting
Sachs Electric Company
Occupational Safety & Health

Walgreens
All Majors
Walt Disney World
All Majors
Washington Group International, Inc.
Occupational Safety & Health
Webasto

Murray Bank, The
Murray Calloway County Hospital

Safety Training and Environmental Protection
Agency,LLC
Occupational Safety & Health

Westem Baptist Hospital
Nursing

Murray State University ROTC

Saint Thomas Hospital
Nursing

Western Kentucky University

Murray State University Training Resource Center
Business Administration; Criminal Justice; Social
Work; Psychology; Sociology; Human Services

Whiting Turner Contracting Company
Samford University - McWhorter School of Architectural Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering;
Pharmacy
Construction Engineering Tech

Murray State University - Graduate, MUlticultural
Recruitment and Retention
All Majors

Sherwin Williams Company
All Majors

Wolseley North
Wolseley Canada)
All Majors

America

(Ferguson,

Social Security Administration
Nooter Construction Company
Construction 'Engineering Tech

Youth Villages
Social Work; Psychology; Sociology

....
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Jumpstart
your career
with
e·Recruiting!

October S, 2006

Complete aregistration profile
to allowCareer Services staff members to help you target employers. Create a professional e-mail account to use
with this system.

Upload resumes or multiple resumes
that you can post to resume books, the Experience Network and use to apply to jobs or internships. Employers
see the name of your resume. so be sure and name resumes appropriately.

Search for Jobs or Co-ops/internships
posted by Career Services, as well as by eRecruiting partners in the Experience Network. You will have access to
thousands of fresh and relevant opportunities.

Apply to positions andsign up for interviews
even if you do not think you are interested. Research the organization, dress the part and interview. You will gain
knowledge of new interview techniques and questions to prepare you for your dream job interview.

Be prepared for your interview
by performing extensive research and utilizing various content resources. including news articles and press
releases if applicable.

Here's how•••

Viewupcoming events
such as information sessions. workshops and career fairs through the eRecruiting calendar. Search by date or the
event type and sign up!

Murray State Students, are you ready for a
fast-paced, challenging and rewarding career in

- Advertising Sales? lOll, a family owned group of new~-paper~. with
more th:m 56 newspapers in more than 16 states is
always looking to bring In diVrrse. tall'nted ~ales
peoplt! to Join our ~:ompany.
Wr offi.·r 4'0mpl'titive compensation p;1ckagt•s,
bent'fils, 40l(k) AND MOST OF All uevelupm!'nt
and growth opportunity.

Ifyou're lnterestl'd in stutingyourcareer with
I.CNI, sl•>p by and vi~it with me at the Fall Carrer
Expo.
I look forward t<> mrctingyuu,

lllo........J..-.....--

Jl'ff Gilkey
Salt\ Recrulttnf'nt Manager

~LANDMARK
V. CO MM UN ITY NEWS PAP ERS, INC .
P.O. Box 549/601 Taylorsville Road, Sbtlbyville, KY 40065
phone (502) 513·1164
fu: (502) 633-4«7
email; jgilkq@lcni.com
Qualified applicants muu undergo drug scrttning. Equal Opportunity Empfo)tr

Jon Parker
Student Recrui tment and Admissions Administrator
205-726-4242
jmparker@samford.edu
1-877-279-0008

McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page
www.samford.edu/schools/pharmacy.html

• Admissions Information •
Link to PharmCAS Application Site
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Pre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area
Colleges and Universities

Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www.pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy.pdf

PCAT Registration
www.pcatweb.info

s
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on
the
Web

Our services support careers
Murray State University career Se\vices provides a variety of opportunities and assistance
In all aspects of career development. Whether you are a current student, alumni, parent. an FacuttytStatr
employee of the university, or employer we Invite you to visit an of the Career services hnl<s.
.
M1ss on Statement
Go to the top of the page and click on ..Students, "Employers· or "Parents" ror additional
Information

The Career Services
Web site is located at
www.murraystate
.edu/careerservices.

If you have any additional questions about any of the services we provide, please contact us
at your earliest convenience.
·

Career Services Spotlight
Career Services proudly announces the upcoming Fall, 2006 Career Fair.

Carey CounselJ.ng Center, Inc.
0

0
Serving Northwest Tennesec
with quality behavioral
health care.

CAREY is a not-for profit community mental health
provider. Services offered include adult and youth outpatient
counseling and case management, crisis response, residential
living, and school based programs along with an array of
supportive services for individuals experiencing mental or
emotional problems.

Outpatient Office Locations
Dresden

Camden

Huntingdon

(731) 3644-3094

(731 ) 584-6999

(73 1) 986-4411

Paris

Trenton

Union City

(731 ) 642-0521

(731) 855-871

(731) 885-8810

I nformation (BOO) 611-7757
24 Hour Crisis Line (BOO) 353-991B
www. careycounselingcenter. org

,

THE

UN I FORM

PEOPLE

.

Visit our booth at the

Fall Career Fair
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
3rd Floor Curris Center
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Blasland, Bouck & Lee, Inc. (BBL) is part of ARCADIS, a $1.2 billion/year global
frrm headquartered in the Netherlands, with roots going back to 1888. ARCADIS provides environmental, infrastructure and transportation services with the purpose of
enhancing the built and natural environments around us. ARCADIS-BBL strives to be
the consultant of choice of high-value environmental, engineering, economic, natural
resource and life sciences, remedial construction, specialized water/wastewater engineering, and related management services to the world's leading industrial companies
and select municipalities.

®

fQ an ARCADJS company
ARCADIS-BBL is an industry leader and is ranked 5th of Engineering NewsRecord's (ENR's) list of Top 25 U.S. based Hazardous Waste Firms, 18th of ENR's
Top 200 U.s: based Environmental Firms and 20th of ENR's Top 500 U.S. based
Design Firms. Much of the frrm's success and growth is due to our ability to conduct
large, multifaceted projects. This success is primarily the result of a corporate management philosophy that facilitates effective coordination among specialized company divisions performing
different project functions.
BBL has exciting opportunities nationwide. We're recruiting for Civil/Environmental
Engineers, Geologists, Scientists, Health and Safety professionals, and Economists.

For more information about BBL please visit our website at
www.bbl-inc.com
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Looking for the RIGHT career? Our employees have found

TOMNI
M ORTGAGE LENDING
Available Positions: Mortgage Banker/Sales
Base Salary plus Commission Pay Plan
WHAT W E NEED
Top students looking for a fast-paced career to work in our internet based loan center in Louisville, Kentucky. To sustain
our growth, we are seeking highly motivated and driven individuals to join our sales force as certified mortgage bankers.
Applicants should be competitive, sales oriented individuals with a strong..desire to succeed and earn over $50,000.

WHAT W E DO
First Om.ni Mortgage Lending is a privately owned mortgage bank based in Louisville, Kentucky that closes over $400
million in residential mortgage loans each year. We are a residential lender with lending capabilities across the country and
a proud partner LendingTree.com.
;

WHAT WE OFFER
First Omni provides paid professional classroom training at an onsite, state of the art training facility. Led by our
Corporate Trainer, new bankers are given the appropriate education to start a successful career and quickly develop a quality customer pipeline. Each new banker will be involved with ongoing Developmental Training and will be included in
our Mentoring
Program which partners each new banker with a seasoned employee.
• Base salary plus commission compensation with a realistic first year earning potential over $50K
• Comprehensive benefits package including 401 (k), medical, dental and life insurance
• Promotions and management opportunities based on performance, not seniority
• Unique opportunities for bilingual applicants

....

INTERVIEWS

If you are a motivated individual looking for a rewarding career, please email your resume to resumes@lomni.com or visit
us at the Fall Career Fair. For more information contact Todd Johnson at 800-627-1925 ext. 1912.
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America's career lnfonet
Part of a suite of online tools sponsored by
the Labor Department. ACinet is a superb
source of in-depth Information on waQes and
employment trends, Occupational require·
ments, state labor market Conditions, national
employer contacts, and links to 5,000 online
resources.
America's Job Bank
Jointly maintained by the U. S. Department
of Labor and various state employment
offices, This is one of the largest sources
online for National and international employ·
ment. It offers Job posting for employers and
resume posting and Job searching by occupa·
tion, keyword. and zip code for job-hunters.
ClreerBuUder
With its efficient online recruiting service,
resume posting capability, and access to the
classified ads of 45 daily newspapers,

acquired from the defunct CareerPath.com,
this enormous job bank lists over 400,000 job
announcements searchable by type, industry,
company and location.

c.eer Journal
The Wall street Journal's free site covers all
aspects of the employment search with versatile salary profile data and a calculator; rei&
cation and retirement information; hiring
trends listed by industry: resume writing and
posting; a Iaroe job bank updated twice week·
ly; and hundreds of articles.

Job-Hunt.oro
Here is an impressive gateway to hundreds
of useful links to accessible job resources and
services listed by category or location.
Monster.com
ThfS dot-com veteran features a tremendous
database of Information for the job seeker and

employer, with a variety of resources for colleQe graduates and .chief executives alike.

G-Net Online
One stop shoppinQ for career descriptions,
waQes and requirements, both nationally and
by state.

Salary.com
Supported by a team of experienced com·
pensation specialists, this popular site features fast and easy-to-use salary, benefits,
and cost-of-living wizards, a salary timer, col·
leQe tuition calculator, job assessor, and other
tools.
Studentjobs.CJOV
Federal Qovernment employment opportuni·
ties for high school and college students.
from Marilyn Rosenthal's "Looking for Jobs in
All the Right Places."

Don't fot,qet to
dress up!
Well stop Imagining and start working at Hlmlh'B MetlopoiiL In our
fast-paced, customer focused environment, you wll work herd. But
since you'll be doing It In our exciting and fun working
environment, It just won't seem Uka wot1c as you know 1t. Come

see for yourself.

Harraris

AprAy In person Sam - Spin« log-on to www.harnlha.com
(select the Metropolis property)

or send resume to:

100 East Front Street,

~~:fs~~~) ~~=~·
roe

~

METROPOLIS CASINO

S'all
Career
S'air
Oct. 11, 2006
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Online Recruiting
Visit Murray State's e-recruiting center online at murraystate.erecruiting.com/er
File

Edit

IG

View

History

Bookmarks

Window

Help

Mon 1

the Experience eRecrutting Network - login

r)1, http://murraystat;ere~rultlng.com/er/security/login.jsp

Murray
'

• ' ' "' J

l

~

• Choose a different school

. ,

P. .•worcl:

........

a Enter

Fomot vour oasswora?

1 Note : Please use Internet Explorer with this system•

~----------------~--4

flRST-nME USERS: Please
complete the Student Self
Registration below.

Welcome to the Experience eRecruiting Network at Murray
State Unlver:slty! The office of Career Services is excited
about our new system!

To establish your USE~NAt-tE,
please use your MSU email
account, plus the last four digits
ot your ss•.
Please allow one business day
for your registration to be

This Innovative network provides easy access to students,
alumni, and employers to important job and career
information. This network includes information on job
development, on-campus recruiting, employment
opportunities, and workshop/career fair dates.

processed.

Career Center Info
Phone: 27o-809- 3735
Email tile Career Center
Go to the School Web Site

:: Create account

:: Emplourw loa In here

Career Center Jnfo
Phone: 270·809-3735
Email t he career Center

We look forward to working with you!
THAT'S WHAT WE'RE HERE FORI!
STUDENT NOTICE: By using this system, you are allowing the
Career Services Office to provide your resume and
reg istration data to employers who utilize this system. You
are responsible for providing current and accurate
information. The Career Services Office does not verify
employer data. Therefore, you have the responsibility to
research the employers to make educated decisions
regarding their opportunities. If you have a concem, please
contact us.
EMPLOYER NOTICE: The Career Service Office can give you
access to student information through a username and
password. We expect all contacts with students to be
• · .. legitimate, professional and in accordance with acceptable
business policies. We reserve the right to revoke access at
any time. If ·y ou have a concern, please contact us.

Copyright © 2006 Experience, Inc.- All Rights Reserved
I T~rms of Service

Privacy Policy

ExpERIENCE
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would be a white button up
shirt under this sweater.

Great for the beach ... not the·career fairl
At a career
fair, shoe$
should be
closed-toe,

cloSed-heeL

A suit is
fair. Check

acquire at
fident in so
fidence at
hand to .u.v.a.•

n ·-
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Great
length!

~o

~

wear

Career Fair edition

This is a great look for females.
The skirt length hits on or below
the knee and the shoes are
appropriate for this type of event.

· Atypical career fair...
•

::RFECT!
rfect attire for a career
ores for sales and try to
st one suit you feel conon can reflect that conle event. A portfolio in
resumes shows organit to an employer.

Many times
students and
alumni take
notes during
the career
fair to show
futerest in an
organization.
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provides
MSU students and alumni with a variety
of opportu11ities and assisltlnce in all
tUJHcls of caner tkvelopmenL Plfllse use
the foUowing FREE services to maximize
your caner potential.
• Employment Opportunities
lnformolion on full· and por1-Ume c:mplo_>ment
and dutl) , updated listin~~ of job vacancies on and
orr campus are available on the website
and in the CareH' Sf.rvlca office. In addition,
applications for local stu<knt work programs can
be obtained in the ufflc;c.

• Job Sea~h Information

• Coopcratin Education/Internships

Clll'"eft' Sel""lt'a ofTen. ..~ne-on -one counseling.
a-. \\ell as" l>n'lh<>p$ to a,.,;~, ~ou "ith ~ume and
co' cr It-Iter de' clopment. intcn ic\\ techniques and
job scurt.:h Mrutcllies. Additionul job ~~earc:h information h; U\ ailahle on the Ca..-r Sf.rvka website
or in the oflice. Resume: critiquing can also be
obtained chroua;h e-mail.

8) per1idpating in thi' program. )OU have the
opportunit)' to ~tppl) skills and knowlc:dj!e learned
in the: classruo.m\ tv n~tuul on·thc-jQb experience
"hile aainina coul'5e credit. The work e~tperiencc
e~~n be a full- or pan-time, paid or nonpaid, corcerrc:la.tc:d position. You ~:un elect to co-oplint~ for
a summer, 'leme,tt"r vr 110 MQSdcmic )C:ar. To be
clitlblc for thl~ proamm. you must be In govd
ucaJcmic standing and be enrolled at MSU the
semester prior to the work IUslanment. Enrollment
mu.,;t be concurrent with employment.

• Online RC(!rulling
RcgiMcr with Career Stt'rvlea through eRecruitlna. an online dotftbuse. 'I hn:lugh the system,
indi,ldual em,,lo.)c:r'l mar 11lcw your .-e~ume and
Career ~rvkes \.'an forward your resume to
pmspcCII\C cmplo)ers. You can upload multlple
resumes and munal!c )OUr own cn:denlial., electrunlcall)' on o continuou~ basi~.

• Career Fairs

• Mock Interviews

Careo:r Senrlces <oponsors •"a rio uS; even~»
throughout the year. includins Full and Spring Career rairs and leacher Can=c.-r Fair,. All student.<;
and alumni are encour.sgcd to~llend and network
with cumpan.) rc:prcscnt<nhes. Additional informa·
tio n and a ~.·aknd.ar of c:•ents cun he ot>tained in the
Ca~r ~nrice. office or on the "c:bsite.

Moe!.: intcn lcwll are dcsl&ned for )OUt<) learn
about the inter• lew pn."M.:ess and sa in intcf\ Iewing
<;l.:ills. Mock intc:n·ie\\S can he arranged un an indi ' idual oosls for most nn) I) pc of lntcf\ ic" setting
uod arc: hclclln the: Career Sen lees office, unle,.,.
01hcrn lsc stated.

Trained

profc~slonnl11taiT

EXPERIENTIAL
EDUCATION

CAREER
SERVICES

membc:rs are a\'allahle
to ossist you one·on -onc or through group uricnta·
lion!\ with career planning, joh At.'11rc:h techniques
and Internet s~he:~~ . A computcri .. ~.--d program
called Discover i!l nl'o available for you to e>..plorc
job ch<liccs.

• Career Counseling

• KHEAA Work-Study Program
' the Kentuclo;y Higber F.ducath.m AllsisUtnce
Authority Work ·~tudy Pmsram provides job opponunities to c:lialblc stu<knts by pladng them lo
.:an:cr· related pO!'illlun~. You must be u Kc:ntUCk)·
resident, h;we at lca~t a 2.0 cumulat1ve GPA, and be
progre~~lng satisfactorily l4)Wtlrd cumplction of a
degree.

• National Student Exchange Proeram
(NSE)

·r hrough the:

NSb. netwnrJ.;, un undergraduate
ha.s the oppnrtunit) tu stud) for up to one
~enr ut one of n•c:r 180 colleges und onhenoit ics nt little or no more C0$1 than unending MSU.
Thi~ progmm all<l\\ S ~ ou tu tal..<.•ad•un111se ut the
a.::Jdcmk ~tr.!n&ths ol the <>lhcr unhc:rsitics in their
ch<~:sc:n pmBr-.sm~ . M;an~ n:turnins students alsn
lui\ c ne\\ pcr.of"<."<'lh ~·" on their rdU<.'llth.,n and a
bc11cr apJ"I't'ci;ation of their homo: n:sion. famil!>
und campu"<.
'
~tudent

• On-Campus lnten·lews
• Graduate School Information
The staff In the Ca..-r Mrvkes othcc: c-.sn
as~i't indi\"idual~ intere..<.tet.l in gradw•tc: <.>r prufe~·
·~i onal 'IChool b~ pro• iding information ( m applicat i on,. inter> ic" "'· ~chnla,.,hips. to:Ming and admis·
slon "-"quin:mcnt~ . We ha• c liMed t:"'ellent linlo.s
for inf,~rm<ltion chrouah our" ehsite.
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Announcements o( c:mplo~cr< lnh:n it:\\ ing on
,•ampU'• are posted on th<' Ca~rS4.-M'kK \\Cb·
~it.: and throuj!h\.lUI c:ampu5. Y<>U C'lln s.:lledulc an
inh."t\ i.:'' "ith ;a n:cruotcr thn>U.@h an C"Rccruitins
oc:coum . C<>mpnn~ lnf,>rm;atinn is a•ail.st-lc in the
orlic<.' and t)n th~.· "ct> ur..J -.h<)uld be rc:' ic:" ed pfior
to intct\ ic:" in B•

.,
~CPA

E
GROUPup

Certified PUblic Accountants and Consultants

Visit our booth at the

Fall Career Fair
10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
3rd Floor Curris Center
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I believe that
talep.ted people make
all the difference in
the world.
One of the best things I like about working
at £!nreqnist is that there's .so much focus
on everyone's imhvidual abiliues and
achievements. lt

an has to do "irh an

overriding entrepreneurh.tl philosophy that

says that your sucres~ is truly up ro you.
This means that there's no one standard
formula for doing things amund here.
It also means char I'm working alongside and

learning different things [rom a wide group
of talented people t\"eT)' day. It's great to be
at a company where everybody's differences
- whether they be busmess philosophies or
cultural ideal<>- are not only accepted,
they're pan of rhe wry fabric of our success.

My ftrsCTMt trttt rfrist
.MEnter~!
\\"e are an cquil oppununiry employee ~VF/DN

What company best
represents me?
l believe this one.

I ' >--

I

c h" ·

.,

•

1

ur f:

1

If you have txperitnc.:e in sales or tllStQmer service .and a bachelor's drgree, please apply online@ www.enttrpHse.eum/carter.;.
Or contact; Mike Hammo nd, Group Rcauiting Manager • phone: {502) -+58-7808 ext. 100 • l!'·mail: mike.hammond~:eruc.c 0m

j

~
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We Can Help Your Nursing Dreams Come True.

.

Nursing students have numerous employment options. Sorting through offers
and incentivt'S can be challenging. especially for graduates with no previous
nursing cxperien~.

She considers nurses at OMHS a significant part of her education. "Our
nurses are such great teachers," she said. 'The ones I have been assigned. to
work with are awesome."

But for Nikki Christian it was a straightforward decision; the seasoned.
surgical technician knew where she wanted. to put down her career roots.

The next steps for Christian include a bachelor ofscience in nursing and to
eventually becoming a nurse anesthetist. But she said she knows where she
wants to be...

"There was no question about where I wanted. co work when I finished
nursing school," said Christian, who worked at hospitals in the Owensboro
region for six years, "fulling in love" with nursing while observing nurses
during her tenure in hospital operating rooms.

Christian, who came to work ac OMHS as a nurse extern fullowing her third
semester of nursing school, worked seven months in the Coronary Care Unit.
Today, she is a Registered. Nurse and is woking full-rime in Intensive Care.

"T'L:..
~ IS my horne, tha'
t s fo r sure. "

• Nursing Scholarships
• Competitive Salaries

• Tuition Assistance
• Full Benefit Package

For more information or a career guide, call:

1-877-CARE-841
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RoDEFER Moss
rodefer moss & co, pile
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Students earn money
with part-time jobs
Tony Cardon

Contributing writer

__

.... ..,

,..

IBDO

~
ALLIANCE

After seemingly endless amounts
of money spent on mochas and
Papa John's deliveries, some students find nothing but a few nickels
clinking in their pockets - it's time
to get a job.
Murray State's Career Services
office fits students to the right
opportunities to put some paper
beside those coins, said Gina
Shipley Winchester, assistant director of Career Services.
"If a student needs a job to pay for
college, but doesn't have the time to
commit a large number of hours, we
can fmd the right place for that student," she said. "Whether it's working at night or waiting for a summer
internship, there are available
opportunities."
After getting the job, most students perform a careful balancing
act between work and school.
"Students who commit themselves to more than 20 hours a week
often suffer in their schoolwork,
proficiency at their job, or both,"
Winchester said. "Students must
learn to utilize time for both the job
and the academic aspect of college.
Nobody will tell a student that he or
she has a test to study for. It's all up
to them now."
Shannon Kleier, junior from
Louisville, Ky., learned these skills
last semester when she began a
part-time job at Winslow Dining
Hall.
"I worked 20 hours each week, so
I didn't have time to procrastinate,"
Kleier said. "Instead of waiting until
the last minute to get things done, I
had to do schoolwork sometimes a
day in advance because of my job.
"If I knew I was working on a
Thursday, I would complete my
assignments
for
Friday
on
Wednesday to make that they

would be done before class."
Time management skills are vital
in such situations. Instead of studying only at night, students learn to
utilize time during the day and
between classes.
"If I had an hour between classes
I would study and do homework
instead of goofing around like I had
before," Kleier said. "Instead of
going back to my room and watching TV or listening to music, I
would work on my assignments for
the next day.
"With such little free time available, I used every extra moment to
make sure J got things done within
deadlines."
Ross Meloan, director of Career
Services, said if an on-campus job
doesn't seem feasible, there are
thousands of others available
through Career Services.
Many of these services are available from Web sites that have been
examined and deemed reliable by
Career Services, but there are also
opportunities available within the
community.
Meloan said regardless of the
avenue the student chooses to take,
there is always someone in the
office to offer assistance.
"Even if you don't make an
appointment, just stop in and there
will be someone here to help you,"
Meloan said. "We realize that it
takes money to pay for college, and
that's what we're here for.
"With the endless opportunity
available for student employment, a
staff that's willing to help, and a
Web site that has proven to be successful, I have no doubt that our
services will be successful for each
student who walks through our
door."
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CHOOSE A
FINANCIAL CAREER
IN YOUR OWN
NEIGHBORHOOD!
Life offers many opportunities. One of rhe grea.rest is
choosing a good company to workror and a great place co live. Heritage
Bank offer~ both. • With offices in a variety of western Kentucky

and Tennessee neighborhoods, Heritage Bank offers both a professional
working environment and a friendly atmosphere. • Bring your
resume by the Heritage Bank bomh at the MSU

Career Fair.

We'll show you jusc how neighborly a grear bank can be!

WWW. BAN KW ITH HERITAGE .COM

I- . . _ ... .-..... . ............ ·- .......... .....- - .

.. •• ................ ...
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